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GUEST EDITORIAL
By Rev Edwin L. Ryan
Some years ago I was visiting in a house in Lynn, Mass.
When I arrived I found a number of guests in a jovial mood
The evening wore away and it came time to retire. I noticed
one man in particular who seemed to be absolutely normal, but
when the time arrived to go his brother came to his side and
took him by the arm and assisted him out. This particular man
could not walk alone.
I began to ask myself some questions relative to this man’s
condition. "What is the trouble with him?" I asked myself. “I
am sure that he is not intoxicated." Soon the complexity was
cleared up. I discovered that the man had lost his sense of bal
ance and therefore could not guide himself.
This is exactly the trouble with millions of people today.
They have lost their sense of balance both morally and spiritu
ally and the task that confronts the preacher of the hour is "to
put men on their feet and restore moral and spiritual equilibrium
to the unsatisfied masses of people."
We are living in an hour of terrible confusion and frustra
tion. Men and women are running to everything for relief only
to And that confusion is added to confusion. Then where should
we turn for help? Shall we turn to the church? There is no
better institution to turn to providing its ministry has a saving
qnality in it. But remember our day needs more than a social
gospel. The spiritual malady that prevails today is serious,
and there is no use putting a poultice on a cancer. What cancer
needs is extraction. Unless we have that within us, which is
above us we will soon become like that which is around us.
Our day demands the proclamation of "the mighty acts of
God." Karl Barth has said "the age has no great anguish on its
heart and consequently no great music on its lips." Saint Ber
nard said "Yesterday I preached myself and the scholars came
up and praised me, today I preached Christ and sinners came
up and thanked me."
Multitudes all about are are wicked, Godless and on the
march, but know not where they are going. They are arrogant,
cynical and fed up with life. To them its thrills are froth, its
brightest colors are drab and gray. They are angry, discontent
ed and disillusioned. This hard boiled crowd will never be won
to Christ by polished talks from the pulpit on pleasant gener
alities. We must have some mountain-moving, soul-stirring
blasts of gospel truths that will compel the Christ-crucifiers to
cry out "men and brethren, w’hat must I do to be saved?”
Shall we turn to education to solve our problems? I am
sure no one in this day and age would be foolish enough to
discount education and yet despite our educational advances we
are still confused. Listen to Faust who pursued every form of
knowledge for guidance.
All that philosophy can teach
The craft of lawers and of leech
I’ve mastered, Oh and sweated through
Theology’s dreary deserts, too
Yet here poor fool for all my lore
I stand no wiser than before.
Faust goes on
Two souls, alas within my bosom throne
That each from other fiercely longs to sever
One with a passionate love that never tires
Cleaves as with cramps of steel to things of earth
The other upward through earth’s mists aspire
To kindred regions of a loftier worth.
No, education is not the whole answer to the restoration of
spiritual and moral balance.
To what then shall we turn? Listen to what Eliphaz said
to Job as recorded in the fourth chapter of Job and the fourth
verse as translated by Moffatt: "Thy words have put men on
their feet." No soft sentimental declaration of Christianity
will do for this day and age. An old lawyer said of Finley’s
conversion, "He is in earnest there is no mistake, but he is de
ranged that is clear." When the apostle Paul stood before Festus
the latter said of him, "Paul much learning doth make thee
mad." Yes the world has its pigeon-holes for the true prophets
of God
If we are to survive as a people we must adhere to the Bible
and the principles of Christ as laid down in His word. Christ's
word is that which will put men on their feet. Hear Bishop
McDowell of the Methodist Church some time ago, “I would
not cross the street to give India a new theology, India has a
better theology than she can understand. I wouldnt cross the
street to give Japan a new religious literature, Japan has a bet
ter religious literature than she has a religious life. I wouldn’t
cross the street to give China a new ethical code, China has a
better ethical code than she has an ethical life. But I would go
to India, Japan and China and around the world again and again
to tell the story that:
There is a fountain filled with blood
Drawn from Emmanuel’s veins
And sinners plunge beneath that flood
Lose all their guilty stains,”
My friend, Jesus Christ is God's solution to man’s problems.
The faithful declaration of God’s work in its entirety will put
men on their feet. That’s what made the early church the
mighty power it was in the first century. And the reasons for
the rapid spread of Christianity are enumerated by Gibbons, the
Historian as follows:
1. The zeal of the early Christians.
2. The doctrine of the future life.
3. The miraculous power ascribed to the primitive church.
4. The pure and austere morals of the first Christians.
5. The union and discipline of the Christian republic.
His word—the words of Christ will put men on their feet and
also will keep men on their feet.
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Frail and Physically Plagued, Little David
Young Wins Scout Honors

Knox Superior Court

CONGREGATIONALjCONFERENCE

Will Meet In Belfast May 1, 2 and 3—Famed
Speakers To Be Heard; the Local Delegates

PAPER DRIVE
STARTS 2.00 P. M.

Phene 258-W for special

BILLY GRAHAM
HOUR OF DECISION
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Sea

Explorers

and 40 A 8.
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STATION WLAW
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Mobiiflome

Dine with
New Pleasure

SOCONYVACUUM

BOTTLES
GAS
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BICKNELL MFG. CO.
49-52

COMPTON’S
282 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 11SS
S-S-tf

Superior BOTTLED SAB ServKW

At the

American Legion Home

BAY VIEW HOTEL

MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Taxi
Station, Winter St., at 7.30 and
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.

FOR

DuBARRY IS BACK!

Game Start* 8.00 P. M.
3-8-tf

Albert E. MacPhail
445 MAIN ST.,

TEL. TM

ROCKLAND, ME.

As of May First J. Lionel DuBarry, Giited Artist of the
Piano and Solo Vox will provide

LUNCHEON AND DINNER MUSIC

ANNOUNCEMENT

It is with genuine pride that Mr. Zaflriou presents this

STEAK—LOBSTER—SHORE DINNERS—LUNCHEONS
The Bay View Presents Quality Food for Your Eating Pleasure

nu. uni •»
a*tmv» arnJAMOM

GAME
PARTY
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

AT THE

fine attraction.

WE HAVE IT.
BLACK OR GALVANIZED.
Va” to 6”

Gob

JIMMY LYONS

walk.

PIPE

ipy/ffiAX GAS'

THE NARRAGANSET HOTEL
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ROCKLAND. ME.
49&51

By the Roving Reporter
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New Store Is the Talk Of the Community—
Opening Continues Through Saturday

SUNDAY AT 3.30 P. M.

SHOE REPAIRING
11 PARK ST.,

THE BLACK CAT

BELL SHOPS OPENING TRIUMPH

SUNDAY. APRIL 29

ANDREW REKILA

Volume 106, Number 51.

A few weeks ago on a very cold
day the fire chief spoke to the
pupils in one of our local schools.
{Prtb.-a - ’ aa V
... s
He stressed over and over again
the necessity of keeping cool and
not getting excited in case of fire.
When he had finished his talk he
was sure by the expressions on
their faces that he had made his
message clear One little boy went
home with his coat unbuttoned.
When his mother asked him why
he didn't button it up, the lad re
plied, "The fire chief talked to us
today an he told us to be sure to
keep cool." —A. L Packard, Need
ham, Mass
—o —
The Bell Shops are now com
fortably located in their new and
B I
commodious quarters but some of
us early risers have sort of a home
sick feeling when we recall the
many pleasant mornings spent In
chatting with the congenial Bill"
in the doorway of the old shop.
Those mornings, and Bill, will not
soon be forgotten.
—o—
Seeing that DeMolay banner at
Thomaston Fire Chief Eddie Anderson rides the driver's seat of the town's ancient engine while Town
Manager Putnam holds down th* tailboard as the engineer used lo do when the rig was in active service.
the foot of Iamerock street reminds
The heavy engine, which operated the pumps showing amidships, is just forward of liis position.
me of the good old days when a
political campaign banner would
Want to buy a fire department?♦
be swinging during the Summer of
Well, at lea-st a pumper to start
a presidential campaign year. Or
with, even if lt is a little feeble
dinarily there would be three such
Town Manage?- Putnam at Thom
banners—one where the DeMolay
aston has got one for sale anu
sign now hangs; one at Rankin
even he doesn’t guarantee that
Block and one at the foot of Pat C
the gadget will run.
z
street, preceded of course, by flag
At any rate, it is an oddity in
raisings, torchlight parades, red
fire engines for it came In the
Scoutmaster Carroll Wixson pins the Tenderfoot Scout badge on the fire, Roman candles and skyrockets.
brief period of history between
pajama coat of 13-vear-old David Young who by the act became a Scout And what do we have now? Radio
(Continued on Page Eight)
speeches.
The Bell Shops’ new store offi New design counters and cabinets, even though handicapped by serious illness.
Frail little David Young received managed to attend Scout meetings
cially took its place in the family together with a soft color scheme
How good are your powers of ot>of fine stores offered to shoppers in make a mast pleasing appearance his Tenderfoot Scout badge the for two weeks in the Winter. This -ervation? what, for instance. Is
night. The scene of the period of being able to be out with the number of the fire alarm b°X
Forecast For the Mav Term the coastal area by the city of in the interior of the large store. other
presentation was not the usual other children came only after a nearest your residence?
Thc design of the store is the work Court of Honor with other Scouts
—Justice Frank A. Tirrell Rockland.
three months' stay in Knox Hospi
—o—
The new women's and children’s of J. Clifford Lowetli of the Bell and their parents looking on. In tal last Summer and Fall, follow
Will Preside
One year ago: At the annual
shop was enthusiastically received Shops’ real estate department. The stead, it was his own bedroom, where
meeting of the First Baptist
ing a bruised knee.
The May term of Knox Superior by the hundreds of women who
general contractor was the J. F. he was propped up in a hospital
Under Scoutmaster Carroll Wix- Church the year’s receipts were
Court convenes Tuesday with as thronged the store Thursday and
•Rand Company of Boston with bed and with only his parents and 5son of the Littlefield Baptist announced
as
$16,000—Maurice
small tr ’WTMhal docket as has Friday. The opening will continue
local contractors carrying out a twin brothers to watch the brief Church troop, he was able to Snow, machine shop foreman, re
faced a judge and jury in several through today with each visitor
portion of the work.
ceremony.
move along rapidly in the little tired from the service after 38
terms.
receiving a flower with the com
The head of Boll Shops, made
The youngster, victim of haemo time he could attend before he was years.—Alden Ulmer, Sr., was giv
The presiding justice will be pliments of the management.
the following statement Friday:
philia which has plagued him since bedridden again.
Even while in en an ovation at the Funeral Di
Frank A. Tirrell. Jr., of Camden.
The
all-glass
front
which
"Max Feldberg, president of he was two years of age, is up and bed he completed his Tenderfoot rectors Convention in Auburn.—
Clerk of Courts Pearl Borgerson stretches for 60 feet along Main
Bell Shops, wishes to thank the about for only brief periods. The requirements.
Deaths: Beverly, Mass., Clifford
reveals that there are four crimi street at the junction of School
local tradesmen who did such an never ending battle against even a
Pillsbury, formerly of Thomaston,
This
week,
Scoutmaster
Wixson
nal cases which were bound over makes a really bright spot where
outstanding job in the construction minor bruise or cut goes on contin was able to go to David’s home 69; Rockport, Edwina Matthews;
to Superior Court from Rockland for months, there has been but a
of the new store. Bell Shops has uously. Several times he has been and pin the emblem designating Vinalhaven, Christian Bauree. 80;
Municipal Court.
barricaded vacant store while al been in Rockland over 15 years and rushed to the hospital or put to him as a Scout on the coat of his Union, Tyler Davis, 76; South
James Arthur Bean of Thomas terations were in progress.
has mads many friends. We are bed, under a doctor’s care at home, pajamas. For the youngster, it was Thomaston, Viola M. Webber, 63.
ton faces charges of taking inde
indebted to them for our success. from what to a normal child would one of the proudest moments in a
cent liberties with children.
Henry Chadwick is regarded as
siderable number of cases pending, I wish to extend my personal in be just a scratch which Mother life which has been filled with dis
Emery Adalbert Niles of Rockland few are expected to go to trial.
the "father of baseball writers.”
vitation to everyone in Rockland would fix in a moment.
appointments
end
on
end.
and Charles E Harriman of Friend
Court officers appointed to serve and the surrounding towns to visit
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Grant Young
For Scoutmaster Wixson, it was
ship are faced with fharges of the coming term by Sheriff P Wil the new Bell Shops during the
ol Cedar street, Rockland, he
(Continued on Page Six)
breaking, entering and larceny in lard Pease are: Roland Gushee ot
grand opening.”
the night time. The pair will be Appleton, court crier: Edgar Libby,
REUNION
R.1ES.
recalled as those who broke intc Thomaston, grand jury officer;
the Anderson Dairy in Rockland Philip Lonn, Union, traverse jury
1911, Rockland
The Clas:
and stole a 300 pound safe con officer; Weston Thompson, Friend High School is formulating plans
A Complete
taining some $200 in cash. Later ship, court messenger; Rev. John A for a rcunjon in August. Mrs. Hel
in the night they delivered the safe Barker of the Littlefield Memorial en Cooper Lord is chairman of the
Service
to the State Police Barracks in Church as court chaplain.
committee.
Thomaston, after having called the
barracks and asked to have a
trooper come and pick them up,
safe and all.
ANNOUNCEMENT!
The Congregational Christian Mass Wednesday afternoon at 4.30
Kenneth Payson. Rockland taxi
Pilgrimage will hold the annual Mrs. Joseph L. Moulton, well known
driver, and Michael Ristaino, Rock
meeting in Belfast First Church, in Rockland for her missionary
land lunch cart operator, both face
May 1, 2 and 3. Many widely known work, will be the speaker
ANNOUNCES
charges of single sale of intoxicat
She will also give a formal ad
ministers and laymen will be heard.
ing liquor.
In the Tuesday afternoon session dress Thursday morning. Congre
«
Osmond Bunker of Rockland has
an addiess will be made by Dr. gational .workers will participate
• This complete gas service tar
The Popular Piano Player Has Returned
an appealed case of intoxication
Ronald Bridges, nationally known from all over Maine in this Con
cooking, walerhealing, and refrig
before the court.
gregational Conference.
in Christian work.
STARTING
TONIGHT.
SATURDAY.
APRIL
28
eration can be installed in your home
The embezzlement case of Mrs.
Delegates from the Rockland quickly and easily. No tanks to buy.
A highlight of Wednesday morn
DANCING FROM 8.00 TO 12.00
Blythe Perry of Rockland is on the
ing will be the address by Mrs. Church will include Mrs. Ralph no holes to dig, no special wiring.
court docket, having been con
Ernest W. Riggs of Auburndale, Post. Mrs. H. E. Crozier, and Mrs. Pyrofax superior bottled gas serrtinued from the November term.
Charles Merritt. Many others plan ice plus the best in gas appliance*
She is alleged to have embezzled
to attend some sessions.
can make your housework Brack
several thousand dollars from the
easier. Call us today.
H. H. Crie Company while em
ployed there as an office worker.
She is presently free on bail.
While the civil docket has a con. -i. ..mJ#/*.
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Have bundles tied and on side

RE-OPENING MAY 1

*3 M per /cat
0.3* tlx month.

RECEIVES TENDERFOOT AWARD

Here’s A Bargain For The “Sparks”
.............. ...

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY

Sakrday
Issue

NIGHTLY BAY VIEW ATTRACTION

THE ARROW HEAD BOYS
In Novelty Song and Dance Routine. Nightly until Midnight.

EDWARD K. MORSE, M. D.
GENERAL SURGERY
Will Open Offices As Of April 23 at

23A SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
CONSULTATION OFFICE. 39 HIGH ST., CAMDEN
OFFICE HOURS—2.00 TO 1.00 P. M. EXCEPT WEDNESDAY
AND BY APPOINTMENT

60-52

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Lucky Strike Alleys

New Coastal Warden

“No Accident” Express]Drivers Win Awards

Former Marine Sergeant To
Substitute For Hickey
Recalled To Navy

By Joe Talbot

Ladies Fourflusher league: With
one more match to go, the Spades
Sea and Shore Pisheries Super
cinched the second-half champion
visor Frank Hallowell of Thomas
ship with a four-point victory
ton slated today that Paul Kvorover the Hearts. Al Garland and
jak of Portland had been assigned
Captain Gianina Ames rolled good
as a warden to take over the Cush
totals of 278 and 276 respectively
ing-St. George area. He replaces
to clinch the title for the Spades.
Donald Hickey of Thomaston who
Substitute Dot Poland and Gin
has b en called into tljf Navy on
Heal, with totals of 275 and 274,
active duty.
rolled very well for the Hearts.
During the past year Kvorjak
The Clubs were five-point win
has
assisted Captain
Ronald
ners over the Diamonds, with
Green of the department patrolBenny Whittier, who has made a
researth boat Explorer and has
strong come-back after a dissaphad considerable experience in war
pointing season, leading the par
den work.
ade by 259. Winnie Burkett led the
Hallowell said that he would
Diamonds, havmg a 249 total.
serve in the district on temporary
Virginia Heal will be almost im
duty for several months before
possible to overtake for high aver
given a permanent assignment.
age with 87.13.
Kvorjak is a veteran of World
• • • •
Warr II and was a master ser
Ladies Nighthawk League: The
Recognized publicly for their safe driving practices are the eight Railway Express Company drivers who travel the roads of Knox County.
Jacks are no respectors of class as The period of time during which the eight have driven without an accident totals 68 years. The longest record is held by Albert H. Lovejoy who geant in Marine Corps. He is mar
they knocked off the league-leading has gone 16 straight years without trouble. Harold F. Ogier and Harold A. Robinson come close behind him with 15 years each of safe driving. ried and has two children.
Left to right in the gfroup are: Harold A. Robinson, 15 years; Frank L. Gilmore, one year; Chief of Police Bernard Thompson who presented the
Deuces four to one on the strength
safe driving awards; Adriel B. Fales, two years; Albert H. Lovejoy, 16 years; Kenneth S. Keyes, two years; Chester A. Smalley, 10 years; Mervyn
of Ruth Johnson's total of 269; P. Harriman, seven years, and Harold F. Ogier, 15 years.
w.th the loss of its physician a
while the best the Deuces could of
year or so ago, the whole town—
fer were a pair of 247 totals by But. wound up wtih the Braves winning
which has a permanent population
ler and Arlene Clark.
of 800 and a Summer population of
] the second half and the Atoms the
The Queens pulled out a three- first half. A roll-off of five strings
1603—signed a petition for his re
point decision from the Kings, is on for next Friday night.
tention—and succeeded.
Over
the
Prospect
That
It
winning the total by 2 pins. Con
the matter again up before
Tom Aylward copped the high
May Lose Its Resident theWith
nie Milliken led the attack with a average with 93.73. The next lour
Draft Board the same petition
Physician
260 total and Captain Marion Har money winners were Bun Young
will be in evidence, plus a resolution
ris rolled a very nice total of 288 with 92.9; Jake Johnson, 90.69; Bill
prepared
by the Farm Bureau.
The up-and-coming town of
to lead the Kings.
Occupying a commanding posi
Clayter, 93.40; and Fran Perry
Friendship is in a state of dismay
The high average is all sewed up M.7. Buddy Perry captured the
tion cn the Knox County seacoast,
over the prospect that it may lose
by Ruth Johnson who has a very high three-string total with 339.
Friendship is subject to urgent
its solitary practicing physician.
respectable 8877.
medical and surgical demands from
Frank Sawyer was all by himself
Dr. Richard Waterman. While it is
• • • •
seafarers and fishermen.
for
high
single,
with
136.
ponted out that Mrs. Waterman is
Belfast League: Only one more
Attention is called to a state
Slivers from the .Alleys
also a physician, it should be ex
week to go in this league and both
ment officially made some months
For the first time in about 75
plained that it was never her in
halves are already sewed up by the
age that "no community would be
tention to do a visiting practice
Tigers. The Crusaders knocked off years a new Knox County Cham
left without medical care.”
pion
reigns.
It
seems
that
long
and her time is now very busily
the champs four points to one. with
occupied by attending to the nuBill Hall in the leading role by a since Old Man Hobbs has been
If defense shortages will just get
merous wants of a five months' old a little worse, perhaps the short
321 total. Frank again led the Ti beaten. Keith Richards finally
turned the trick but only by two
baby.
gers with a 325 total.
skirt will come back.—Chanking
The Searsmont Hoosiers were pins on a 20-string total. The first
When Friendship was threatened Times.
three-point winners over the ten Hobbs rolled 1058 to Richard's
Ramblers, "Hard Cider" Howard 1031. The last ten, it was reversed
AT THE STRAND. SUNDAY AND MONDAY
featuring the attack by a 285 total Richards rolling 1059 and Hobbs
Gilbert
photo
"San'.a Claus" Ripley led the Ram 1030.
The 7,500 ton .American Sailor.
Margaret Colwell has been de
blers. having a 275 total. Les Smith
County Women's One of the most interesting dent of the Board, has been a giant
Rambler Captain, has the high av clared Knox
erage pretty well taken care of champion after successfully de-} and down-to-earth practical educa in its behalf, carrying it almost
fending her Camden championship tional ventures of this State is the
with 96.30.
single handed for a considerable
• • • •
three times against very worthy op-1
Hotshot Leaue: This league is all ponents. The last defense was* Maine Maritime Academy at Cas period until it proved its merit. The
washed up. Bobs of Rockland won against former State Champion] tine. In co-operation with the present Board includes a Rockland
both halves. Toms Lunch finished Gianina Ames and two finer total Federal Government Maine offers man, Osgood A. Gilbert, and several
second. High averages were: Har ! just haven't been rolled by the! her sons a training in seamanship others very well known here, Presi
old Heald, 94.26; Tom Aylward, fair sex. Colwell broke all records and the arts of maritime naviga dent Phillips of Bates College,
83 69; Jake Johnson, 89.44; Don . with a superlative total of 1018 and tion that is proving of inestimable Commissioner of Education Harlan
Welt, 89.44; and Al Winchenbach . a top single of 120. Gianina rolled worth to the nation. It confers A. Ladd, Ed Andrews of Bath and
89.17. High three-string total is well enough to win most marches, the degree of Bachelor of Marine Claude Allen, headmaster at He
held by Harold Heal, 320; high sin coming in with a fine total of 964 Science.
bron. Its entire complement in
The Maine Maritime Academy
gle by Jake Johnson, 132.
cludes:
Any girl in Knox County who
• • • •
was created in 1941 by an act of
Ralph A. Leavitt, Portland, Presi
Speed League: In the final match would like to take exception to this the 90th Legislature in accordance
of this league, a pastponed affair statement is free to do so under with an act of the 77th Congress dent of Eoard; Charles F. Phillips,
between the Aces and the Clippers the rules set up by the High Com of the United States. It was found President, Bates College, Lewiston,
the former team was easily five- missioner, Judge Kenesan Moun ed by the State to preserve the Vice President; Edwin R. Andrews,
point winner. Herrick and Milliken tain Simonton of Simonton’s Cor- heritage of the sea for the youth of Bath, Treasurer; Harland A. Ladd,
Commissioner of Education, Au
carried the load with totals of 315 ner.
the State, and to prepare them for
The most unique match of the their life work in a manner which gusta, Secretary; Philip W. Hussey,
and 313 respectively. Captain Joe
Talbot led the Clippers with a season was rolled Friday night as will insure that they may proudly North Berwick; Chauncey Robbins,
the boys of the Independent League carry on the splendid tradition Houlton; Charles K Savage, North
307 mark.
The Lucky Strike A's and the met in an odd-pin match. In odd w’hich the seafaring men of Maine east Harbor; Elery S. Harris, Port
Aces will roll a five string match pins, if a contestant gets an even have established on every ocean land; Claude L. Allen, Headmaster,
Thursday night for the 1950-51 number of pins in a box it goes since Colonial times. The State Hebron Academy; Osgood A. Gil
down as a zero against him. Amid aims thoroughly to prepare them bert, Rockland; Clarence D. Wal
championship.
• • • •
lace, Cutler; Victor N. Greene,
much hilarity and a general good
Independent League: This league time by all,'Fran and Buddy Perry for a life at sea as officers in the Searsport.
United States Merchant Marine
Love and adventure and intrigue, gomery and lovely Paula Corday
(To be continued)
teamed up to win the match with and of the United States, Naval Re
highlights 20th Century Fox's pictured together above.
"The
a total of 434.
serve, and to inculcate in them the
George Mikan of the Minneapo swashbuckling super-cinecolor spec Sword of Monte Cristo" will con
Jake Johnson and Bill Clayter high ideals and qualifications
lis Lakers is considered one of tacle "The Sword of Monte Christo,’’ j tinue through Monday night, with
were second with 380. Third went worthy of those services.
the best in pro basketball at tim which begins a two-day engage shows continuous on Sunday beto Maynard Smith and Bunny
That the Academy is fulfilling ing of the referee's toss on jump ment at Strand Theatre on Sun genning at 3 a. m„ and Monday's
Young, with 360. Next in itae were
this aim is evidenced by the fact ball plays.
day. Co-starring George Mont- shows at 2, 6.40 and 8.45.
Harris and Simonton with 324;
that its graduates have advanced
Ames and Weare, 319; N. Talbot
rapidly in the Services at sea, so
and Dyer, 304 and Morong and
rapidly that in a short span of
Manning 303.
seven years many of its 692 gradu
The Damariscotta girls defeated
ates now hold licenses in the two
their Camden cousins once again
top grades in the U. S. Maritime
keeping their slate clean against
exciting . . . year
Service as chief engineers, first
our gals for the season. M. West
round fashions . . .
assistant engineers, chief mates,
starred fOT the Damariscotta lass
for your walls.
and master mariners. These gradu
ies by a total of 456 and Dora
ates of the Academy are restoring
Packard was high for Camden with
Maine to its former pre-eminence
441.
at Sea.
The Damariscotta men evened
I up the series with Tom Aylward's The State has no finer asset than
its young men who are going forth
Independents, winning the total
to write its history at sea. and it is
by 47 pins. The visitors had two
to them that this Academy is dedi
big strings to build up 100-pin lead
cated.
and then Camden started to gain
them back but lacked time enough The operation of the plant, which
to regain the big margin. This occupies the enlarged quarters of
match evened up the series at the old Castine Normal School and
four matches apiece. Smith and has also a 450 foot training ship
Fitch were the big guns for Dam available. Senator Leavitt, presi
ariscotta with totals of 512 and 505
respectively. Captain Tom led the
SALES POSITIONS
home forces with a total of 481.

AMERICAN SAILOR COMES HOME

Friendship Dismayed

WALLPAPERS

NOW OPEN

New as next yeof's Paris styles,
the rtc* of gay color ond the
excit'ng designs of Fashion
Maid Wallpaper make your
home O fashion show—now ond
every day of the year’ Wall
papers WILL work wonders in
your own home. See our full
display todoy.

At

See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son

E. B. CROCKETT STORES

1-tf

50-51

KIIKHAIFIR

IMMURy

Applications Being Taken.

OUTBOARD
SERVICE

UUTI04RD MOTORS-SALES AND SERVICE
SEASON NOW OPEN

New and Used
Motors

SEE THEM TODAY.

EACH

SAMPLE,

SEA COAST PAINT CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.

440 MAIN ST., TEL. 891-W

i

Everything for the sportsman — boats,
fishing tackle, equipment, supplies

Tee-Nee Trailers
Wolverine Boats

LEADBETTER MACHINE SHOP
BAY VrEW STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE
TEL. CAMDEN 2439
48's‘57

“BUY” yours as he did...
on easy payments—

Persistence does it! Save

3%

with system and purpose
our time-tested way.

Compound Dividends

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION
18 SCHOOL STREET.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
50-51

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL!
MAY HAVE TO BOMB
The United Nations is certainly having its “ups and
downs" in Korea—up above the 38th parallel on one drive,
and retreating below it on the next. No wonder the average
reader draws mixed conclusions. The slaughter of the enemy
is something terrific; but a few thousand Chinese, more or
less, mean but little to the Reds, and for this reason it is
not difficult to see why the United Nations have a hard row
to hoe.
A despatch from Ottawa quotes the Canadian External
Affairs Minister as saying "The United Nations forces in
Korea may have to bomb Chinese Communist air bases in
Manchuria, even at the risk of extending the war." The in
ception of A-bomb warfare grates rather harshly on our
tender nerves, because nobody likes to think of a spreading
war or bombs dropped on our Congressmen, but we seem to
face the stern necessity of doing so or losing uncounted G. I.’s.

“PAYS TO ADVERTISE ’
National advertisers bought a lot of newspaper space last
year and paid a good round sum for it, to wit: $499,019,000.
This represents a dollar gain of 12.1 percent over 1949. The
report says that gains in national newspaper advertising
last year ranged from a 9.7 percent increase in national
grocery advertising to a 39 percent gain in cosmetics adver
tising and a 78.4 percent gain in radio and television adver
tising in newspapers.

WAS ONE OF THE TEN
Ten members of the National Congress have received
awards for “outstanding honesty, independence and leader
ship in the 82d Congress.” If goes without saying that one
of the 10 winners was our junior Senator from Maine, Mar
garet Chase Smith. A published thiXnbnail sketch said of
Senator Smith:
"With her New England conscience, the Senator com
bines a sincere human approach which has given Maine an
effective Washington advocate. She likes to have major
issues thoroughly discussed at home before voting on them. In
Maine, frankness is a political asset." The sketch praised Mrs.
Smith for her "declaration of conscience” speech on the
Senate floor in the last Congress.

HANDOUT: NEW STYLE
"The noblest charity,” says a Talmudic writer, “is to
prevent a man from accepting charity; and the best alms
are to show and to enable a man to dispense with alms.”
This is the essence of the Point Four program. Yet all
too many Americans persist in thiking of it—or more often
ignoring it—as “just another handout.” They forget that
what is being “handed out" to poverty-stricken and back
ward nations is the know-how to lift themselves to a higher
level of living.
As a result, there has been little moral fervor or popu
lar support put behind what is potentially one of America’s
most constructive efforts toward world stabilization and
peace. Why cannot some of the ardor with which many
people urge a great extension of war in Asia be expended in
urging a great extension of Point Four aid in that same
continent?
A group of Protestant leaders meeting in a conference
on this subject have asked for a humanitarian crusade to
"sell" Point Four to the public. We believe the public will
respond readily to more vigorous leadership toward this
end —Christian Science Monitor.
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Tuasday-Ttiursday-Sattirday

TALK OF THE TOWN

WITH THE
THEATRES
KNOX THEATRE:
Today last time: “Raton Pass'
plus "Belle Le Grande.” Starts
Sunday: “Father's Little Divi
dend."

Kya\S 28-29—State Conclave De
Mola.v in Rockland.
April 29—Paper Collection Drive by
Sea Explorers and 4O&8.
April 29—Daylight saving time be
gins. ending Sept. 30.
May 1—Composite Band Concert at
Community Building, of Rockland
Rockport. Thomaston. St. George
High School Bands.
May 2—Colby Dinner at Hotel
Rockland.
May 2—Mission Circle. Universa
list Church, Universalist vestry,
2.30.
May 4—“The Lamplighters.”
May 8—Newbert Association, Ma
sonic Temple, 6.30 p. m.
May 8—Annual Banquet of Rock
land Junior Women’s Club at
Robin Hill Lodge.
May 10—At Appleton, annual
me-ting, Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation.
May 12—The Children's Theatre of
Portland presents "Rumpelstiltskin'' at the High School.
May 12—Daughters of Pounders
and Patriots of America. Maine
Chapter, meets in Waterville.
May 13—Mother's Day.
May 14—Annual meeting Univer
salist Church vestry.
May 19-20—Letter Carriers' Con
vention in Rockland.
May 24—Medomak regional meet
ing of Garden Clubs, Warren.
July 4—Fourth of July Celebration,
Thomaston.
Aug. 3, 4, 5—Maine Lobster & Sea.
foods Festival.

f.

Candidates for Umpires and Um.
pires-in-Chief jobs in the Twilight
league are asked to send in written
applications at cnce to Attorney
William Babcock, Waldoboro, the
league secretary. They will be con- 1
sidered at a league meeting to be
held at the Rockland Legion Home
May 1.

Miss Marilyn Spear, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Spear, and
Miss Dureen Bryant of Bath. Me.,
both students at the U. of M. and
members of Delta Delta Delta
Sorority, attended the Tri-Delt
Regional Convention in Boston this
past week-end. They were week
end guests of Miss Anne Yarish.
student of Boston School of Oc
cupational Therapy.

:
BORN
CoLson—At Knox Hospital, April
27, to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Colson,
a son.
Hall—At Knox Hospital, April 26.
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hall of
Thomaston, a daughter.
Pease—At Gould Maternity Home.
Union, April 25 to Mr. and Mis.
Robert Pease of Appleton, a daugh
ter—Bonnie Elizabeth.
Conary—At Knox Hospital, April
24. to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Conary
of Thomaston, a daughter—(a cor
rection).

MARRIED
Tapley-Pratt—At Sterling, Mass.,
April 22, in the Federated Church,
George Otis Tapley of Sterling and
Miss Frances Porter Pratt of
Pratt’s Junction.
Beattie-Wallace — At Camden.
April 21, Gilbert Frederick Beattie
of Thomaston and Eleanor Louise
Wallace of Bath—by Rev. Hubert
Leach.

The improved facilities

See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
1-tf

GAME PARTY
BVERY FRIDAY
At 7.M P. M.
TCWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auplcea Knights of Columbus
1-tf

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
ti HOUK AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
I-tf

uze employ do not
result in higher prices.

,11

Orvis FunirmHomes
22 KWl SI
Tfl 1^1

Thomaston

maim ST
TEL ®IO
rocklkno

PASCAL AVI
TtL2M5

Rockpoat

IT COSTS NO MORE
TO CALL US

•WJGNEB«z

It can be your choice, too
The family memorial will represent 1
you even though you may not be
with the family when they select it.
Isn't it good business and good
sen^e to choose the family memorial
while you can help with this most
important decision >
*
Why not plan to inspect our selec
tion of Guardian Memorials soon.
Quarried from deep Barre. Vermont,
Granite, designed by America's
foremost artists and created by mas
ter craftsmen. Guardian Memorials
are your finest assurance that a fam
ily's love will be represented in en
during beauty.

Every Guardian Memorial is protected
by tf Guarantee Bond

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service
i-tf

A LETTER FROM HOME
The

The Woman's Association of the
First Baptist Church met Wednes| day in the vestry. The annual re[ ports of the secretary and trea
surer were read, and the following
WALDO THEATRE:
officers were elected: President,
Today last time: “North of the t Mrs. Marion Lindsey; vice-presiGreat Divide,” plus "Father's | dent, Mrs. Helen Bean; secretary
Little Game." Starts Sunday:
Mrs. Helen Pinkham; and treasur
"Ygu’re In the Navy Now."
er, Mrs. Eda Post. Appo:nted tc
the flower committee were Mrs
CAMDEN THEATRE:
Ethelyn Frohock, chairman, as
Today last time: “Last of the
Buccaneers," plus “Revenue sisted by Mrs. Frances Sherer.
Agent." Starts Sunday: "Two
Inland Fisheries and Game Com
Weeks With Love.”
missioner Roland H. Cobb is meet
For Time of Shows
ing May 7 in the State House with
See Ads In This Paper
camp owners from all over Maine,
Cobb has asked the Maine Publi
Tag night sponsored by the mis city Bureau, to invite sporting
sionary department of the Seventh
camp men and others interested to
Day Adventist Church will be held
meet with him at about 1 p. m., on
in Rockland Saturday night. This
that date and discuss mutual prob
is held once each year in Rockland
lems like fish stocking. Guy Butler
in connection with the annua!
of the Publicity Bureau and Everett
campaign of Adventist Churches to F. Greaton, Me., Development
raise funds for the support of the
Commission, will be present.
Medical Educational and Uplift
work carried on by the denomina
Rockland Elks are notified that
tion. Local chairman of the cam Fred C. Black has invited them to
paign is Mrs. Margaret Jamieson of his annual lobster and clam ban
Camden; the aim of each member quet at the Black & Gay factory
is to raise $20 41 this will support in Thomaston next Wednesday
the world-wide uplift work for one night at 6.30 daylight time; mem
minute the goal for the local group bers are asked to get their tickets
is $1285.
at the earliest possible moment.

All Odd Fellows, Rebekahs and
Cantons
will
observe
annua! I
Church Sunday tcmorrow when.
the group will attend divine service
at Littlefield Memorial Church in
a body. All are requested to men
at Odd Fellows Hall School street
at 10 o'clock and be at the church
DIED
at 10.20 to enter as a group. TransLucier—At Lewiston, April 27,
partation from the hall will be Miss Margaret Lucier, formerly of
provided for all who wish it.
Rockland, age 73 years. Funeral
Monday at 9 a. m. from Burpee
At the meeting of Miriam Rebek Funeral Home.
Interment in
ah Lodge Tuesday night the Rebek Achorn cemetery.
ah Degree will be exemplified in Bradley—At Waegon. Korea, Sept
preparation for the district meet 4. I960, Pvt. Kenneth E. Bradley of
Rcckland, age 20 years. Funeral
ing which will be held in Camden Sunday, 3 p. m. at First Baptist
May 11. Following the meeting Church. Interment in Achorn
there will be a penny auction for Cemetery,
which each member is asked to
Read The Courier-Gazette
take a white elephant and a supply
of pennies. Refreshments will be
11111 111 III llll II 11 lllllllllll Hill I 111!
served during the social hour.
Seersucker and
Terry Cloth
Housecoats. Sizes 1 to 14. Chil
dren's Specialty Shop, over the
Paramount, 375 Main street. 50-51

FROM MEMORY^ REALM

STRAND THEATRE:
Last time today: “You're In
the Navy Now.” Starts Sun
day: “The Sword of Monte
Cristo."

DAYLIGHT SCHEDULE
Before you retire Saturday
night, be sure to set your watch
or clock ahead one hour. Day
light Saving goes into effect Sun.
day morning and you will not
want to get mixed up on your
church, radio, or other schedules.
Four representatives of the Pru
dential Insurance Co.'s Rockland
sales office will attend a two-day
Company Regional Sales Confer
ence in New York City on May 3
and 4, it was announced today by
Hoyt H. Mahan, District Manager.
They are: Edwin L. Donovan, Staff
Manager, Robert F. Crabtree,
Thomas J. Anderson and Clifford
M. Hall.

The dean's list at Becker Jun
ior College, Worcester, Mass., in
cludes the name of DarLne M
Watts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold S. Watts, St. George. Miss
i Watts is a Senior registered in the
medical secretarial course. She
was graduated from St. George
High School in 1949.

“Cemetery Memorials
Since 1883”
Manufacturing Plant,
East Union

Office and Showroom,
Thomaston
TEL. THOMASTON 175
42-S-tf
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thing that

helps

Forty-Seven Years Ago It Happened, Wreck
ing Of Steamship City Of Rockland
(By Frank A. Winslow)

the most that costs so

little but means so much
to that lonely boy Is a

letter from home.

DON’T NEGLECT HIM AT “MAIL CALL”
This column will be printed each Saturday in the interests
of the men in the service.

The addresses of service men and

items concerning them will be most welcome and the theme Is
the words above—"The thing that helps the most and means
so much to that lonely boy is a letter from home.”

EAST UNION MAN PROMOTED
Harold Tolman Six and One-Half Years In
Army Is Now Technical Sergeant

The City of Rockland as she rested on Northwest Ledse in July 1904. The tug alongside was the Frederick
Wilson, well known to Rockland seaiarers.

(Second Installment)
Steamer City of Rockland, which
went ashore on one of the Grind
stone Ledges last Tuesday morn
ing was floated Sunday afternoon
at 9.35, and is now on the beach at
the “Five Kilns,” being temporar
ily repaired before her departure
for East Boston where she will be
rebuilt.
Her rescue was accomplished by
the Boston
Towboat Company
which has behind it a phenomen
ally successful career, and which
has added new laurels to its crown
in this instance.
The advance guard of the wreck
ing apparatus left Portsmouth, N
H., Tuesday afternoon and con
sisted of the tug Confidence and
the lighter Salvor. About the same
time there started from Boston the
tug Storm King and lighter Sipho
bringing pontoons to ease the
emergency should it demand their
use.
Fog of the most impenetrable
character hung over the bay and
coast, and the tug Confidence ex
perienced some of the difficulty
which besets navigation on the
Maine coast when she struck a
ledge near Boothbay Harbor on the
passage down. The accident was a
trivial one, but the fog was a han
dicap not to be ignored, and it was
not until Thursday morning, 48
hours after the accident, that the
first wrecking crew arrived on the

scene.
The Storm Kng and Sipho fol
lowed in due season and the actual
vork of salvage was begun Thurs
day alterno.n, when the pumps
were rigged and the diveis began
their investigation. As has been
told in a previous issue they found
that the bow of the sunken steam
boat rested on the remains of the
old City of Portland, while the
stern was fastened to the back
bone of Northwest Ledge.
The gangways of the steamboat
were boarded up and covered with
canvas, while the divers did some
temporary patching to the bottom
Much surprise was expressed when
they reported that there was no
large hole in the steamer's hull, but
that the bottom was bruised and
cracked. This undoubtedly explains
why she was able to float two hours
after striking Upper Gangway.

The last craft to join the wreck
ing expedition was the tug Som
mers N. Smith, which left Till
son wharf at 5.30 Sunday morning
under the command of the ex
perienced pilot, Capt. Peter Rich
ard
The Smith arrived on the
scene shortly after 6 o'clock and
found that the tug Mercury of
Bo ton had also joined the fleet.
Although it was two hours in
advance of dead low tide the steam
was already hissing from the
pumps, and the flock of sea gulls
which was taking advantage of the
"pirates” absence was disturbed
at its morning meal on the refuse
which still floated around the
steamboat in quantities.
The City of Rockland remained
in precisely the position which she
assumed after striking on the ledge
her prow pointing toward the Cres
cent Beach cottages. On boara
was a scene of desolation which
told more elequently than pen can
describe how thorough had been
the work of looters. Every article
of furniture had vanished and ev
erything that could be unscrewed or
torn down was taken from the
s'aterooms. "I hate seen lots of
looting in my day,” remarked
Capt. Evans of the tug Confidence
'but I never saw quite such a
thorough job as this. They even
’.ole the rudder braces and didn’t
know but they were going to loot
my tug. The Malay pirates were
never in it with them for a sec
ond.”

Camden, will go to the Dental
Technician School at the Great
Lakes station lor lour months, and
then to an advanced school in
Florida.
• • • •
Cpl. Gordon Bass, son of Mr. and
The public is cordially invited to
Mrs. Kendall Bass, has left for a
attend the installation of the VFW
European assignment. His address
Huntley-Hill Post and its Auxiliary,
will be NG 21206753, 518 Engineer
Sunday April 29 at 1.30 p. m. at
Combat Co., APO 168, % Post
the I. O. O. F. Hall.
master, New York City.
• • • •
.^t*’•?>.«
Berlin, Germany—On April. 6,
1951, Sfc. Harold K. Tolman, son of
For "extraordinary achievement
Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Tolman,
The Pumps at Work
in aerial flight," Ens. Carl A. Gray,
East Union, Maine and member of
Pumping operations were begun
USN, of 123 Talbot avenue, Rock
the 7826th Engineer Service Com
at low tide Friday night and re
land, has been awarded the Dis
pany, w as promoted to the rank of
sumed on the following morning.
tinguished Flying Cross.
T Sergeant after 6'4 years of Army
This work was grta ly handicappea
The first Navy squadron to see
service.
by the presence of so much refuse,
action in Korea it flew for seven
During the war, Sgt. Tolman
which would plug the pumps in a
continuous months in the combat
served
with
the
84th
Infantry
in
Harold K. Tolman of East Union
very short time il not kept clear
zone until January, this year. The
has been promoted to the rank of the Central European and Rhine
of the powerful suction ho-e.
squadron is now training new men
technical sergeant at the Berlin land Campaigns. In March 1946,
It was solely because they washed
for combat duty at the U. S. Naval
(Germany) military post after six he returned to Europe and served
to guard against this mishap tha
Air Station, Alameda, Calif., where
and one-half years in the Army. in France before coming to Berlin,
the wrecking crew did not raise
the citations were made in the
He is assigned to the engineer Germany, in January 1947.
the steamboat Saturday. Instead
name of the Commander Naval
Sgt. Tolman is entitled to wear
branch of the military command
they devoted much time to clear
Forces, Far East.
in Germany and lives in Berlin the following decorations: Bronze
ing the decks so that the pumps
A graduate of Rockland High
Star Medal: Good Conduct Medal:
with his wife and son.
could have free action when the
School, Ensign Gray attended Syra
j ETO Medal with two stars; Occu
cuse University, entering the Naval j During the war, he served with pation Medal with Airlift Device; with Commander Fleet Activities at supreme effort was to be made
Experts in Charge
service in 1946. He began flight i the 84th Infantry in the European Humane Action Medal and Com Sasebo, Japan. The well known Sunday morning. At the same time
Theatre and is entitled to wear the
had there been imminent danger oi
The wrecking fleet disposed It
training in 1948 and reported to
oriental
cities
of
Tokyo
and
Yoko

Bronze Star Medal, Occupation bat Infantry Badge.
a heavy storm the crew was pre self a- follows: On the starboard
Patrol Squadron 47 in 1950.
T Sgt. Tolman, who works in the hama are within easy commuting pared to take the risk.
Medal and Air Lift device together
bow, the lighter Salvor; on the
In addition to the Distinguished
distance
for
liberty
and
recreation.
with the combat infantryman’s Engineer Branch, Berlin Military
Sunday morning dawned fair larboard quarter the tug Confi
Flying Cross, three Air Medals, and
badge, the good conduct medal and Post, lives here with his wife and
IN MEMORIAM
and clear, and the gentle breeze dence; on the port quarter, the
the Victory Medal, he wears the
In memory of our father, John which swept across the channel tug Sipho with the tug Mercury
the humane action medal. His son.
Navy Accupation, China Service,
• • • •
D. Mitchell, who passed away April from the southwest gave very little alongside. The tugs Storm King
European Theatre ribbon bears two
Fred Forester Leland, Jr., gun 25, 1950,
and Korean Campaign ribbons.
combat stars.
indication of the stiff gale which and Sommers N. Smith remained
ner's mate, third class, USN, hus Nothing can ever take away
The new tech sergeant was con band of Mrs. Mary Leland of Rock The love of a heart holds dear.
was brewing, and which, everybody near the starboard bow awaiting
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
Once again our Divine Master ; gratulated upon receiving his pro port, has been assigned to duty Fond memories linger every day
is now convinced, would have orders to make fast with the
has summoned another of our be- - motion by Col. Whitaker, post en
Remembrance keeps him near.
placed the craft in dire peril had hawser. To them was detailed the
loved members. Sister Marne Ben gineer of the engineer service
Mrs. Hazel Young, Mrs. Mildred she been forced to remain in her important duty of towing the disCARD
OF
THANKS
ner, from our Grange to the Great
Lombard and Robert Mitchell.
company to which Tolman is at
I wish to express my sincere
(Continued on Page Six)
Grange above.
51-lt rocky berth.
thanks
to
my
many
friends,
rela

Therefore Be It Resolved, that tached.
tives and neighbors for their kind
• • • •
White Oak Grange No. 182, Patrons
The address of Pvt. Donald Rich expressions of sympathy in my re
of Husbandry, North Warren,
Maine, in testimony of its loss, ards, Jr., son of Mrs. Donald cent bereavement and the beautitender to the family of our deceased I Richards. Washington street, Cam j ful floral tributes, also special
member our sincere condolence in den, is U. S. 51.CO8.679, Co. B- thanks to Dr. Campbell, Gertrude
Starrett and Mrs. Chapman of
their deep affliction and that a SCRTC. Camp Gordon, Georgia.
Dennison's Nursing Home for their
copy of the Resolutions be sent to
• • • •
many kindnesses and tender care
the family; that our Charter be
Jack Henderson ha6 completed | during my wife's last illness.
draped for thirty days; that the
!nvTn ?
i u i
ui ?
i it
Judson E. Benner,
report be spread on our records and his basic training at the U. S.
Waldoboro, Me.
51’It
one copy be sent to The Courier- [ Naval Training Station at New
port, R. I., and following a 14-day
Gazette.
CARD OF THANKS
Signed: Bertha Perry, chaplain, leave, which he is spending in
I wish to express my very sincere
Helen Perry, Ruth Wiley.
51-lt
thanks to my friends and neighbors
for the many cards, letters, gifts j
CARD OF THANKS
Alcoholics Anonymous.
Men's
I wish to thank every one who and flowers which I received since :
Groups. Women’s Groups. Box 711,
helped me win the bicycle in the my accident. They have been most
Rockland.
S-tf
contest at Cunningham Bros, store. welcome and greatly appreciated
during my shut-in period. I was
Betty L. Austin,
Union, April 25, 1951.
51-lt j also much pleased with the thought :
of all who remembered me with !
That Generations
IN MEMORIAM
the birthday card shower March 23.
In loving memory of my brother
Mrs. Gertrude Hahn,
to Come may
Hanson T. Brown, who passed away
Warren.
51-lt
April 30. 1948.
CARD OF THANKS
Never forgotten by
I wish to express my sincere ap
Sister Lill, Mrs. James Gregory.
51-lt preciation and thanks to my neigh. ;
bors, friends, and to Orient Chap
IN MEMORIAM
ter of The Eastern Star fcr the
In loving memory of Ronald M cards, flowers and their many acts
Lindsey, who died April 29. 1947 of kindness during my recent ill
Mummy, Daddy and Sister,
ness. I also wish to extend thanks
Warren.
51-lt to the nur4es and doctors of Maine
General Hospital staff of Portland.
CARD OF THANKS
51-lt
Mrs. William E. Keene.
We wish to express our sincere
thanks and appreciation to friends,
CARD OF THANKS
neighbors, Mrs. Leach, the School
I wish to express my sincere
mates. Dr Allen, Dr. Kibbe and thanks to my friends and neighbors
the nurses at Knox Hospital, for for the many cards, letters and
their many acts of kindness to our gifts which I received during my
daughter, Sharon, while she was a stay at Knox Hospital, all which
patient at the hospital. It meant helped to brighten the lengthy
THE CHURCH FOR J
more than words cam convey.
hours, also to the Beach Chapter,
There was a day when the railroad ended
AU FOR THE C
Mr and Mrs. Gerald Grant.
O.EB., and King David's Lodge for
at the river. Cars were unloaded, freight was
51-lt the lovely baskets of fruit. I wish
The Church it the gree
transferred to the river boats. Then across
lor on earth for the bu
v choosing a family monoto thank the Camden Fire Dept. for
character and good citizei
stream, cars were reloaded and the railroad
mem, vour choice is not
the use of the ambulance, also Dr
tsa storehouse of spiritua
only for your lifetime, rut
continued its trek to the next river.
Without a strong Church
Allen, Dr. Tounge and Dr. Worthen
•or generations to come. We can
democracy
nor civilmati
But
man
discovered
how
to
lay
tracks
on
and all the nurses for the wonder
help you find lasting satisfaction
survive. There are fou,
the river. With the coming of the train barge,
ful care and treatment which I re.
through our wide selection of Rock
reason, why every per**
ceived while confined in the hespiattend services regularly <
freight stayed on the rails and was guided
of Ages family monuments. Each is
Port the Church They i
backed by a signed guarantee to
pital. Please accept my heartfelt
THORNDIKE
HOTEL
across the river.
lor
hi, own take
(2)
you, your heirs, or your Oocendanta.
thanks.
Fred Ambom,
APPLY' IN PERSON
In everyday life there are countless obsta
children's sake (3) For t
Lincolnville. Me.
51 *lt
50-51
Ol his community end noli
cles which seem to defy human ingenuity. A

With The Colors

TRACKS

I

CHAMBERMAIDS
WANTED

Chester Brooks

CHANGE IN OFFICE HOURS!

TEL. 98

WARREN.

As of April 21 the Office Hours Will Be

Knox-Lineoln-Waldo Counties
3-S-tf

9.00 A. M. to 500 P. M. DAILY
EXCEPT WEDNESDAY 9.00 to 12 NOON.

•

OF

THE RIVER

•

i»orfc«r

k

idtfnMfUa •> Ba4k

AUTM OHIO

E. H. BROWN, DSC (Foot Specialist)
336

MAIN ST.,

TEL. 1175,

ROCKLAND, ME.
49-51

man is tempted to abandon the “tracks” he
has followed, believing he cannot go on.
But usually the solution to these problems
is just as simple as “laying tracks on the
river." Stay on the rails and be guided across.
The Church will help you live by Christian
principles. And in the face of a crisis, be true
to those principles and depend on the guid
ance of God.

ws,r
Sak®
lhe Churc
Which needs his moral a
tenal support. Pla„ ,o

5ibuh*3r,ar* md ~
Book
Chapter
Sunday
James
Monday
Matthew
a
Tuesday
P>,Im,
2J
Wednesdy I Peter
.
Thursday Luke
,,
f’lday
Luke
j,
S.turday Revelation
j

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, April 28, 1951
masquerade dance Saturday eve- Ay «NOX THEATRE SUNDAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY
ning benefit the Red Cross. A total j
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WARREN

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
SELLING, BUYING. RENTING SERVICES

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three line* inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called, 1. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office tor handlint, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH

No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and ns book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MODEL A Ford Truck, 1930, for
1500 FT. Pine Boards for sale; also
100 pieces 2x4x8 ft. long; 2x7 pine; sale, perfect running condition,
2x5 spruce; 2x6 spruce, all dry. J. five good tires. Call at 4 PROS
51* lt
FRANK WII.SON. 197 Main St PECT ST., City.
Thomaston. Tel. 76.
48'51
SIX-ROOM House for sale, 7
AT Beech Hill, Rockport, 28 acres acres land; also Upright Piano,
farm land for sale; some blueber LAWRENCE HUNT, RED. 1,
51-53
ries, some lumber, cellar ready to Rockland.
build on, nice view of Bay. $800.
MILKERS, new and used DeLESLIE PARTRIDGE. 37 Elm St., Laval and others, for sale. PairThomaston.
50*52 bank.'-Morse Water Systems, pipe
W. S.
SMALL House Trailer, furnished, furnished or installed.
for sale, $300. HOWARD AVERY, PILLSBURY & SON, Waterville.
51-S-54
Box 41, Rockland. Me.

Tel. 4$

Mrs. Carl Waisanen, local Red
Cross chairman, announces that
the sum of 195 was cleared at the

FOR SALE
MILK Coolers for sale; used Esco
4-can, Wilson zero-flow 8-can.
Esco, 6-can and others. New DeLaval and Wilson, front opening
and others. W. S PILLSBURY &
SON, Waterville._________ 51-S-54
LIME Sowers: for sale, John
Deere now for immediate delivery;
also. Spreaders and Side Delivery
Rakes, Corn Planters. W. S. Pills
bury & SON, Waterville. Phone
613.
51-S-54
PONY Tractors for sale, Mas
sey-Harris and equipment; also
Spreader and Side-delivery Rakes.
W. S. PILLSBURY & SON, Water.
I Ville.
51-S-54 i
i
TRACTORS, used for sale: Cub
Farmall with equipment; John
j Deere L with plow and cultivator; i
Allis-Chalmers B with equipment;
; John Deere B; John Deere M;
Farmall A, plow, cultivator and
mower and others. W S. PIIJ SBURY & SON. Waterville.
51-S-54
JOHN Deere New Tractors for
sale: Mode! B, Model A, Model M
and Model MT. Your Central
Maine John Deere Dealer for parts
and service. W S. PUjLSBURY
& SON. Waterville.
51-S-54
1948 CREVROLEI Tudor Sedan
for sale, equipped with air-ride
tires, radio and heater. Will sell
under ceiling price. Call at 161
LIMEROCK ST
51*53
“FOR SALE’’
1. —New 4-room Cottage with elec
tric lights, flush. Hot water tank,
electric pump, located on black road
near Lake. Price $4000.
2. — Double-tenement
House,
priced at $5500; one side now earn
ing $520 the year, owner could use
other side for their own. This is a
safe investment for a home seeker.
3. —Another 2-family House in
elegant condition; has two full
baths, a large garage. Nicely-lo
cated. Priced at $13,000.

ICE-Coolerator for sale, also
16 H. P. Johnson Outboard Mo
TEL.
tor for sale. Call after 5.30 p. m. light-weight End Stove.
51-lt
HERBERT WHEELER. West Main Thomaston 35-11.
St., Thomaston.
50*52
BABY Carriage and Stroller for
APARTMENT-Size Gas Range sale. MRS. FRED O. RIPLEY
51*53
for sale, used six weeks. TEL 498. Tel. 5C0-M.
50*52
MY Buick, 1941 four-door Sedan
16’ ROW Pod for sale. GEORGE for sale; Tel. 541 or 1412 for par
ALLEY.
Spruce Head.
Tel. ticulars. LUCIEN GREEN.
51tf
728-W3K.
50*52
1949 FORD, custom, 4-dr. Sedan
BUICK Super, 1946. 4-dr. Sedan with overdrive; 1949 Keizer, special,
for sale; also Lincoln Zephyr tudor 4- dr. Sedan; 1949 Olds. 98, converti
Sedan. ADAMS. 66 High St., Cam. ble: 1948 Studebaker, 4 dr. regal
den.
50-52 deluxe: 1949 Champion Studebaker
SEWING
Machines.
Chairs. 5- passenger Coupe; 1950 Studebaker
Rockers, High Chairs, Crib, Stroll champion, 2-dr. sedan; 1949 Chev.
er, Carriages, Chest, Stands Tools, Fleetline, 4-dr. sedan; 1950 Cham
Dishes, etc. for sale. WEAVERS. pion Studebaker, 4-dr. sedan; 1946
91 Main St., Thomaston. Tel. 345-2. Studebaker Land Cruiser; 1946
50-55 Packard clipper. 4-dr. sedan; 1939
Plymouth, 4-dr sedan; 1940 Chev.
40 AMP. car Generator, heavy panel truck for sale.
duty, for sale; also 2 Dynamotors,
New cars and trucks available,
impart 13 26 volts; 2 electric mo are one 2-ton and one l12-ton truck
tors, 1 h. p. and 1/3 h. p. 2 immer for sale. Also two champions and
sion heaters; 2 flexible shafts; two commanders.
ROCKLAND
Palmgren Rotary Milling Table. MOTOR COMPANY, 245 Main St.
Summer Hotel
Call Camden 582 or see R F. Tel. 920.
51-53
4. —Has 23 letting rooms with 20
BLAISDELL, Spruce street, Rock
EASY Ironer for sale, excellent | acres land, directly on salt water,
port, Me., after 5 p. m.
49’51
condition; also heavy-duty Bench nicely and completely furnished.
APEX Washing Machine for -ale, Grinder, 1-3 h.p. TEL. Ten. Harbor Priced at $25,000.
2 yeans old. excellent condition, $65. 42-22.
Tourist Home
50*52
Tel. 716-JK.
49*51
5. —Has 24 letting rooms, 4 baths.
LOT of Nice flat Rocks for sale; Priced at $16,000. Completely fur
DODGE ton Pick-up for sale; also practically new oil-burner
18.000 miles, $650. BICKNELL’S Brooder, capacity 400, cheap. SID- nished.
Business Property
HARDWARE
50tf NEW HUMES, Stickney Corner,
6. —Store and dwelling.
Gift
QUALITY—Strawberry Plants for Me.
50-52
shop-ice Cream and Gas Station;
sale. Large fibrous rooted. State in
SAGADAHOC Fertilizer, for sale;
spected. Howard 17, Temple, Fair- also certified Seed Potatoes (A few $15,000. Now operating.
Islands
land, Fairfax, Sparkle. Catskill, 100, Kennebec); nice variety of flower
7. —Several to select from.
$3; 1000, $20; 10900 $18; Great and vegetable seedlings. CURRY
8. —5-room House, bath, furnace
Bay, 100, $6; 1000, $30; Gem EverBOWLEY, Old County Rd.
heat; estimated 1 acre land, fruit
bearing. 100. $4; 1000 $26. Sprayed
50 tf trees, $5200.
and fumigated, freshly dug. postThanks for reading.
HOME Clarion Kitchen Range
paid. Folder free. SYLVESTER
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
& SKINNER, Belfast, Me. Tel. for sale, with copper water coil;
51-lt
569-W4.____________________ 46-72 also large Ivanhoe pot burner
Stove. TEL. 139-W.
50*52
BE prepared for Summer with
TO LET
Burrowes all-aluminum combination
LOAM FOR SALE
Screen and Storm Windows. Good
for life. E. T. LONG. Tel. 8230 Best Quality—Delivered Anywhere CASH Register wanted, in good
mechanical condition, reasonable
daytime; 1503 evenings
44tf
price RUEL EUGLEY, Waldoboro.
HOWARD PROCTOR
BARRELS for sale Useful for
Tel. 74-2.______________________ 50* lt
floats, bait; Range Oil and Cider; LAKE AVENUE, ROCKLAND, ME.
CARENTER Work of any kind
TEL. 846
also two quart Bottles, Rubber
50*51 wanted. One-car garages $500, in
Stoppers. Chains, Nails, Paint,
cluding labor and materials, $550
second-hand Pipe and Iron. MOR
ADMIRAL Refrigerator, nine with overhead doors. New flat
RIS GORDON & SON, 6 T St.
39tf cubic feet, for sale, two years old, roofs without nails. Concrete side
excellent condition.
Reasonable. walks and driveways; 27 years’ ex
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale; TEL. 716-JK.
51*52 perience in building. Estimates
Howard 17, Catskill, Temple and
SIX
Chairs,
Table,
Buffet,
wal cheerfully given. TEL 921-R days,
Sparkle.
State inspected and
51*53
nut,
for
sale.
Tel.
Thomaston
76, 8897 evenings.
sprayed, $2 per 100; $18 1000. C OD
THREE-Room Unfurnished Mod
orders filled. LEROY LUCE, Wash J. FRANK WILSON, West Main St.
49*51 ern Apartment and bath to let.
ington .Me. Tel. 9-14.
41*51
ARTHUR
STRAWBERRY
Plants,
for
sale; Electric stove, heat.
BICYCLES for sale, rebuilt, new
JORDAN, 99 Camden St. Tel. 1245
tires and paint. One-half new Premier and Sparkle. Hand dug,
51tf
price.
RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP. $2.50 per hundred. WILL LUF
ONE-CAR Garage to let at 12
Prescott St., City.___________ 46*51 KIN, Glen Cove. Route 1, Rock
land.
49*51 Knox St. TEL. 1382-M.
51tf
URIGHT Piano for sale, in good
DOWNSTAIRS
Apt
(5
rooms)
to
QUALITY FUEL OILS
condition, $25. TEL. 716-JK.
let. Write to P. O. BOX 505. Sltf
Range, Fuel and Diesel Olla,
49*51
POUR-Room Apt. to let; modem
Motor Oils and Greaaea,
SOLID Oak China Closet for sale, bath; electric range and refrigera
Cities Service Gasoline
oak dining-room table, kitchen tor; hot water heat, thermostat
THURSTON PETROLEUM table, what-not, automatic electric control; $12.50 per week. Over
roaster, davenport, Village Craw Carr’s Store, 536 Main St, TEL. 24.
PRODUCTS CO.
ford kitchen stove. TEL. 143-M.
Sltf
THURSTON'S WHARF
49*51
M TILLSON AVE.,
TEL. $$«
TWO-Room furnished, heated.
ROCKLAND, ME.
GENERAL Electric Refrigerator Apt, to let, TEL. 1153-R.______ 51tf
1-tf
for sale, 26 Clarendon St. TEL.
ONE Room Apt. to let, also 1 fur.
1401-RK.
49-51 rm., kit. priv.; 29 BEECH ST. Tel.
AMERICAN Rooming House, sell, 1116-W.
SEVEN-ROOM House with bath
50*52
,r sale. Inquire 41 ADMONTEM ing out, reasonable. Tel. 1322-R, RESTAURANT, fully-equipped, to
VE
No Information by phone MARY HASTINGS, 308 Main St.. let. TEL. Tenant’s Harbor, 99-3.
145 tf City.
49*51
50*52
FOR SALE—Have a few used
FOUNDATION with large lot for
FURNISHED
Apartment
to
let;
rhlte OU and Gas Comblnatloc sale. DR. REUTER. Tel. 1233.
ideal for two business girls; central
toves, Some Black Stoves, with Ol
49*51 location: adults only; references.
urners, Electric Stove, Used Dee;
“FOR SALE”
TEL. 762-J, 4.30 to 6 p. m. 49-51
reeze. Electric Washers, and Eiec
The Mrs. Levi Berry House, lole Refrigerators, that I will sel
LARGE Front Room to let, with
leap. Il you are looking for some eatad 29 Gay St., Rockland, has or without kitchen privileges. Call
6
rooms
with
bath,
furnace
heat.
sed stuff, we have lt at price* you
at 100 UNION ST., Rockland.
m afford to pay. 1 also nave » Tax 1950 was $57.00, 3tt tons coal
49*55
heats
the
house.
The
price
is
$5500.
easonably-prlced Farms that 1
UPSTAIRS
four-room
Apt.
to
No.
less.
This
will
make
some
one
111 sell. Whatever you need, see
let with flush. TEL. Thomaston
laler.
HAROLD B. KALER a nice comfortable home.
252-5.
49*51
Thanks for reading.
Washington. Me. Tel. $-$• Open
B days every year.
49ti
FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
FOUR-ROOM Apt. to let; new
163 Main St..
| hath, hot water, second floor, pri
WE have some reasonably-prlcec
RocklandMe. vate entrance, unfurnished. Adults
used cars for sale. If you do not Tel. 730,
46tf only, $40 P O. BOX 505 .
46tf
want to buy one, perhaps you have
one to sell. We buy, and sell, dc
DOUBLE Tenement House st 67
SMALL Furnished Apartments to
some horse trading, aeii on tims Gleason St. Thomaston. for ah; 1 let. Apply in person. 11 JAMES
payments, in fact we do anything about an acre of land and small
ST,__________________________ ltf
to please. HAROLD B. KALER
barn
II you need a ho^zs,
Washington, Me. Tel. 6-26. Nations. this ls a fine Investment. Contact 1 HEATED and unheated furnished
Bhawmut Hank of Boston Flnane* H. B. KALER. Washington. Tel Apts- to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
Tels. 8060 or 1234, ltf
6-26
71tf j Park St
ROOMS. Board by day or week.
WEBBER S INN. Tel. 240-3, Thomltf
FACTORY ENGINEERED J aston.
RENT our Floor Sanding Ma
PARTS
chines. Do the job yourself. We
| tell you how. STUDLEY HARDCOMPLETE PAINT JOBS
For All Chrysler Make Can
1 WARE. Tel. 20, Thomaston.
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
30tf
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
DeSoto
I FTVE-ROOM unfurnished Apt.,
REPAIRS
■ to let, cold water furnished; adults
ANT TYPE OF WELDING
Also Dodge Job-Rated
1 only. Apply BICKNELL S HDWRE.
Truck Parts
46tf

BODY and FENDER
WORK

Rowling’s Garage

ns MAIN BT, ROCKLAND,

ME
1-M

,“a

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
s.5
81. Hcnm »,;
1

l oo,

ho mho w.

______

w

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Mrs. Geraldine Hanley and
daughter. Betty Lou, who have been
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of $515 has now been turned over ,
MRS.
ALLIE
LANE
Floyd Robertson returned Wednes
to Rockland headquarters. That !
Correspondent
day to their home at Rockland.
received from the local solicitors '
The Board of Education of Union
amounted to $318.67. The 1961 i
Telephone 88
Church gave a supper conference
quota for Warren is $538.
Church Night was observed Wed- Tuesday night to the teachers of
Mrs. WiEiam Collins has returned ’
the Church School, which was an
to her home at Islesboro, after be- ,
nesday night at Union Church
interesting and profitable occasion.
ing house guest of Mr. and Mrs.
vestry under the direction of the
Mrs. Joyce Ames, son John, Miss
Raymond Pendleton and Mrs. Susie .
Board of Christian Education, Mrs. Marjorie Roscoe, Miss Calla Dickey,
Pendleton in this town.
Elizabeth Earle. Mrs. Edith Poole, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Warren
Mrs. Robert Cogan of Oyster
Miss Edith Grimes, Mrs. Audrey were visitors at Rockland Wednes
River is a patient at Knox Hospital,
McDonald, and Mrs. Ida Libby. day.
where she is critically ill.
Mrs.
Poole acted as leader of the
Mrs. Evelyn Thompson and Mrs.
The school health conference,
meeting which opened with singing Priscilla Shepherd, who have been
planned for Friday afternoon, has j
of hymns by the congregation: visiting their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
been postponed to Monday after
prayer by Rev. W. S. Stackhouse; John Phillips returned Wednesday
noon at 1 o’clock It will be held at ’
hymn by congregation. Mrs. Earle to Portland. They were accompan
the grade school, and offered will
gave a resume of the Church Night ied by Mrs. Phillips.
be inoculations, and immunizations.
programs from the first up to the
Dennis Sprowl of Thomaston is
Committee to assist the doctor and
present time, interspersed with the the guest this week of his grand
nurse, will be Mrs. Laura Starrett
following selections from some of parents, Capt. and Mrs. Stillman
and Mrs. Ernestine Ingraham.
the pregrams. Song, "Some Day Osgood.
Transportation of children from
the Mathews Corner school will be
the Silver Cord Will Break,” Mrs.
Toivo Suomela of Rockland was
by Mrs. Edwin Gammon.
Doris Arey, a brief talk by Mrs. guest Wednesday and Thursday at
iunnier than “Father of the Bride ’ is “Father’s Little DiviCalderwood
song "No
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Searle are dend.I ”vez.
The Millers.
M-G-M’s happy successor to the earlier hit, which comes to the Beulan> caiuerwoou, song
passing a few days in Boston, and Knox screen with Spencer Tracy, Joan Bennett and Elizabeth Taylor Secret Dr. Cameron
Mr. and Mrs. Ted MacDonald
Rae; song,
vicinity.
starring. In the scene above, Tracy and Miss Bennett learn that they ‘Down From His Glory,"
Mrs. and daughter Edith, Mrs. Ira Mac
Members of the Warren 4-H arc about to become grandparents!
Dorothy Bennett; piano solo, "The Donald, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert MarClubs will observe 4-H Club Sunday
home last Saturday irom a motor De',v DroP> Mrs- Elsie Calderwood, Donald returned Tuesday from
April 29 by attending the church of cradle roll members of the Congre
trip during which they visited Au- reading, selections from the writ Camden where they attended the
their choice.
gational Sunday School and their
ings of Philip Lord, "Seth Parker,” weding of Miss Joan Eupea and
gusta., and St Augustine, Fla.
Volunteers for work in the hot mothers to attend a May Day party
Mrs Dorothy Sutliffe; stories from William Gordon of Gorham at
lunch program at the schools for at the chapel, the afternoon of
Mexico,
Mrs Margaret Hood; scrip three o’clock Sunday afternoon at
DUTCH NECK
next week are as follows; Mrs. May 1 (next Tuesday) at 230. Ar
Chestnut
Street
Baptist
ture reading, Mrs. Poole; song, the
Professor and Mrs. H. Potter of
James Kinney and Mrs. Parker rangements have been made by
Church, Rev. Melvin Dorr officiat
“
Send
Out
Thy
Light,"
Mrs.
Earle,
McKellar, April 30; Mrs. Walter M: . Sidney Wyllie, Sunday School the University of Maine have pur
Mrs Etta Morton holding candle; j ing. After the ceremony a recep
Feyler and Mrs. Ernest Payson, superintendent, Mrs. Dyson Jame chased the home of Mr. and Mrs
tion was held at the home of the
Ricker,
opposite
the benediction. Rev W. S. Stackhouse. 1
Sr., May 1; Mrs. Arthur L. Perry, son. superintendent of the cradle Preston
brides parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lewla
A
social
hour
followed
the
meeting
,
and Mrs. Philip Kalloch. May 3; roll. Mrs. Leroy McCluskey, Mrs. church. Both families were here
and refreshments were served. Next Eupea, Bay View street.
and Mrs. Leland Phibrook and George Buck, Mrs. Michael Halli this week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Janies W. Vander Wednesday night the meeting will
Mrs. William Partridge, May 4. It gan. and Mrs. Fred Perkins, teach
White and yellow cornmeal that
pool and son Peter were in Port be under the direction of the Board has been degermina’ed means that
will be noted that Warren schools ers in that department.
of Trustees.
will close at noon Wednesday, May
perishable oils have been removed
Continuing the series on Chris land on business on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs.. Austin Wallace
2, the teachers cf school union 73, tian beliefs at the Congregational
Charles Mantia and James San and the cornmeal has been granu
to meet for luncheon and Teachers Church, Rev. J. Homer NeLson will visited on Sunday at the home of toro of Boston were guests Tues-; lated for smooth baking.
Association meeting at the grade haie for his sermon topic Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Strout in day and Wednesday at The Milschool on that date.
“How A Christian Should Face the Brunswick and Mr. and Mrs. E 1 jers
Bates in Bath.
Invitations have been sent to Problem of Sin."
........... .. .
,
Mrs. Clyde Bickford was in RockMelville W. DavLs was a busi. !
Sermon topic at the Baptist
„
land Wednesday, returning with
Applied
visitor in Portland Wednes■”
6
Church Sunday at 10 a. m. will be ness
.
her infant son, Daniel Frank, who
JOHNS-MANVILLE
day.
1
“The Works of Jesus.” The usual
CERTIFIED CONTRACTORS
Mrs. Linwood Miller has been had >*en a Patient at Knox Hoswill be held also at 7 p. m.
Free Estimates.
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT service
spending some time in Randolph Pital f°r two weeks,
The Baptist Junior People will
All Jobs Guaranteed,
WHITE OAK GRANGE HALL meet at 3 o’clock Tuesday afternoon owing to the serious illness of her Mrs. Dorothy Sutliffe was hostTerms If Desired.
father, H. Eenner.
ess to the Nit Wits Tuesday night
NORTH WARREN
with Mrs. Raymond Pendleton.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hayes »i for lunch and a congenial social
KENNEBEC ROOFING
Miss Joan Maxey resumed her
studies at Westbrook Junior Col Everett, Mass., are arriving thi evening devoted to various forms
AND SIDING CO.
week to make their future home of handiwork.
TEL. 1135, ROCKLAND
lege Monday after an illness of a
here.
P. O. BOX 513
Kenneth Polk is a surgical pa
week at her home here.
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield and son,
42 and 44-ThS-tf
WANTS TO SEE YOU
tient at Knox Hospital, Rockland.
Miss Ruth Starrett of this town
Richard were Sunday guests of
ABOUT
and Saco, and Miss Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chute and Mrs.
Small, Mrs. Richard Gray and
PROBATE NOTICES
Addie Wo'.ton.
STATE OF MAINE
ESTATE ANNIE PAYNE FOSS.
43-62 daughter Patricia of Saco returned
Miss Diane Miller has been stay
To all persons interested in either late of North Haven, deceased. Pe
ing with her grand-parents, Mr
LOST AND FOUND and Mrs Claude Miller during the of the estates hereinafter named; tition for Administration d.b.n.c.t.a.,
COTTAGES
At a Probate Court held at Rock- asking that Curtis M. Payson of
NOTICE—is hereby given of the absence °1 her mother in Ran- land, in and for the County of Knox, Union, or some other suitable per
WANTED A COTTAGE
ss of deposit book No. 35658 and 1 dolPhon the seventeenth day of April, in son, be appointed administrator,
Cottage wanted, to sleep seven.
ie owners of said book asks for
-----------------the year of our Lord one thousand d.b.n.c.t.a. with bond.
July 15 to 29. Conveniences. Good
iplicate in accordance with the
Chile is completing the Coqu- nine hundred and fifty-one, and by
ESTATE ISAAC EDSON ARCHfishing, swimming, 30 mile radius of
IBALD. late of Thomaston, de
Rockland. Write CHARLES FREE.
the seventeenth day of said April. ceased. First and Final Account
MAN. 75 Heather Lane, New Brit LAND SAVINGS BANK, by Sid- American Highway.
The following matters having been presented for allowance by The
ain, Conn.
51-54 ney H. Pierce, Treas. Rockland, [. ______
presented for the action thereupon first National Bank of Damari
Me., April 14, 1951.
45*Sat-51
COTTAGE to let for months of
hereinafter indicated it ls hereby scotta, executor.
NOTICE—is hereby given of the
August and September. At Lucia
ACME
ORDERED:
ESTATE WILLIAM I. WHIT
Beach, Ash Point. Cottage plas
That notice thereof be given to NEY, late of Thomaston, deceased,
EXTERMINATING CO.
tered, modem conveniences, fire
all persons interested, by causing a first and final Account presented
place, four bedrooms. WiU sell to
We rid your premises of
copy of this order to be published for allowance by Alfred M. Strout,
right party. W. L CLARK. 9 Sum.
any vermin.
three weeks successively in The administrator.
ner Road, Cambridge, Mass. 44-51
For information phone
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
LAND SAVINGS BANK by Sidney
ESTATE JOSEPH H. COUHIG,
lished at Rockand, in said County, late of Rockland, deceased, first
H. Pierce, Treasurer, Rockland,
that they may appear at a Probate and Final Account presented for
LLOYD'S, INC.
WANTED
Maine, April 14, 1951.
45*51
Court to be held at said Rockland allowance by Clara A. Couhig, ex
646 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
HOUSEKEEPER wanted
for
44-Th*S-tf 1 on the fifteenth day of May, A. D. ecutrix.
family of five. AU modern appli
EGGS & CHICKS
1951 at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
ESTATE FRANCIS D. HARDEN,
ances to do with. May Uve out.
and be heard thereon if they see
late of Rockland, deceased. First
CLEMENTS New Hampshires
TEL. Thomaston 34-12.
50-52
cause.
Notices Of Appointment
and White Rocks are excellent for
and final Account presented for
WOMAN or Young Man wanted
T Willie D v- 1 r, • ,
e
HENRY U. LAMSON, late Of allowance by Vivian L. Harden, ex
r-ffieXnty^f Itoox to Rockport’
W11‘ and P” ecutrix.
to work in office. Must be good
typist. Opportunity. Permanent.
r Maine 'herehv eertifv titiOn .f°r P"*** ther£°f.
ESTATE JOSEPHINE L. PER
P. O. BOX 544, Rockland.
50-31 aouuuauv vigor, gooa meat quality. , the State of Maine, hereby certify that the same may be proved and
Maine-U. S. Approved, Pullorum that in the following estates, the
KINS, of Rockland. First and Final
WANTED—Mothers to know I Clean Also available—Reds, Red- , persons were appointed Admini. allowed and that Letters Testa Account presented for allowance by
mentary issue to Nellie S. Lamson Marion M. Fields, Conservator,
sell and service the famous BABEE
of Rockport, she being the execu
TF.NDA SAFETY CHAIR, circular
on the dates trix named therein, without bond.
ESTATE MAURICE M. LEACH,
mailed on request.
FRED E.
SR., of Union. First and final Ac
HARDEN. The Magazine Man. Tel.
(D)
FRED
M.
KITTREDGE,
late
of
_ I ALBERT HARRIMAN of Cushcount presented for aUowance by
35-W, Rockland.
50*52
SEX-LINK Pullets for sale, 26c : ing. April 10, 1951 Irving A. Fales Rockland, deceased. WiU and peti Irvine M. Leach, Conservator.
ANTIQUES and Used Furnish
tion for Probate thereof, asking
ESTATE LORETTA CAMINONI,
ings wanted, attic contents, etc.
that the same maj- be proved and late of Camden, deceased. Sixth
WEAVER’S, 91 Main St. Thomas
allowed and that Letters Testa Account presented for aUowance by
on. Tel. 345-2.
50-63
WESLEY A. RICH, late of Cam mentary Issue to Alice K. Kittredge The Canal National Bank of Port
51*53 den. deceased. April 4, 1951 Ralph of Rockland, she being the execu land, Trustee.
BREAKFAST Set wanted. TEL
856-J.
49*51
SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or R. Thompson of Belfast was ap- trix named therein, without bond,
ESTATE HERMAN W. CROCK
MLNA A. WOODCOCK, late of ETT. late of North Haven, deceased,
HOUSEKEEPER of middle age
Cushing,
deceased.
Will
and
Pewanted, for lady just home from
first and final Account presented
hospital, but not needing nursing
for aUowance by Richard H. Crock
care. One in family, live in small
I ‘V.VV w* Iiuncu, UVVA.UOVU. npui 11, 1
ett, Administrator.
; 1951 Bert J. Benner of Belfast was allowed and that letters TestaCape Cod house, preferably one
ESTATE WILLIAM H. P.4SCAL,
appointed Administrator, and qual. mentary issue to Lizzie E. Young late of Camden, deceased. Sixth
who can drive a car. TEL. Camden
8411.
49-51 MISCELLANEOUS ified bv filing bond on same date, j of Cushing, she being the executrix and final Account presented for
, HAROLD G. YOUNG, late of named therein' without bond.
MAN wanted to work on poultry
aUowance by Hervey C. AUen, Trus
LAWN Mowers—Come and see Cushing, deceased. April 17 1951
HERBERT C. FALES, late of tee.
farm, year-round job; also woman
for housekeeper. L. B. ROKES, us about the type of power and Mildred E Young of Cushing was Thomaston, deceased. Will and PeESTATE WILLIAM I. WHIT
hand mowers that are the most appointed Executrix and qualified tition for Probate thereof, asking
Camden, Me. Tel. Camden 2261.
that the same may be proved and NEY, late of Thomaston, deceased.
47tf -------- **-------------** —* ----- 1 - Petition for Distribution presented
We can also save you money on the
BERKLEY E. GILCHREST. late allowed and that Letters Testa by Alfred M. Strout of Thomaston,
WANTED AT ONCE!
mentary issue to Edith L. Fales of
Any kind
T of
“L Hardwood
naru"™u in
“* bolts EMIL RIVERS, INC.. 342 Park St., I
nf^UniOn
Thomaston, she being the executrix Administrator.
47tf Eunice H. Gilchrest of UmOn was
*
from 48" to 69", must be sound. 7"
7” Rorkland
ANNIE M. DREW, late of Wake
appointed administratrix, and qual- 1
>'“c‘cuz, muiuut uouu.
or larger, premium prices paid.
field, Massachusetts, deceased. Ex
ified by filing bond on same date.
ESTATE OSMOND P ELDCall or write ATLANTIC MANU
emplified Copy of WiU and Probate
MAURIOE W. LEACH. SR. late RI??GE’,
Rfckport' deceased. thereof, together with petition for
FACTURING CO., 54 Park St.,
SURANCE CO. IN SALEM
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
thereRockland. Tel 893 .
44tf
of Union, deceased. April 17, 1951
probate of Foreign WUl, asking that
29 Norman SL, Salem, Mass,
Irvine M. Leach of Union was ap j of, asking that the same may toe the same may be allowed, filed and
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Let

pointed administrator, and qualidone at the Mend-It Shop, 102 Cash in Office or
ters of Administration, with the recorded in the Probate Court of
$313964
62 ! fied
bond
on .same date. , , Wl11
... annexed,, .be issued
j -to „
, j Knox County, and that Letters
Union St., Grove St. entrance. Tel
Commercial Banks,
saijjroi.az
_ bj>'
________ __ .
Roland
1680. EVA AMES.
46*51 Deposited in Massachu
ELIZABETH JACOBS, late of pierce of Rockport, or some other Testamentary be issued to Walter
setts Savings and Co
Sumner Blake of Wakefield, Mass
, ____ ! Appleton, deceased. April 17. 1951 suitable
n wjthout tandt
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa
operative Banks,
134.560 00 Edwina E. Turner and Louise Col. achusetts, without bond.
pers, books, magazines, corrugat
1 nnno-i'? so 1 lino
more o-,
MICHAEL STRANGE, late of
ed boxes. Inquire 55 TILLSON
ESTATE CHARLOTTE M. RIP
1966.960 35 pointed executrices, without bond.
AVE., City.
147tf
emplifled copy of Will and Codicil LEY, late of Rockland, deeeased.
2,248.034.48
NELLIE C. BAIRD, lateof North thprpt„ ar,ri nrnhste thereof to first and Final Account presented1
TOP prices paid for aU kinds of
150.000 00 ! Haven deceased
Anril 18
1951 ' thereto- and Probate thereof,
toJunk iron, steel, metals, batteries
■ni 420 08
„aven’ d^eased. April 18 19al gether wilh a petition for Probate for aUowance by Osborne E Rip
Due
from
Agents,
i Sherman P. Baird of North Haven Qf po^ Wlll, asking ,hat the copy ley, Executor,
and ‘rags. MORRIS GORDON &
SON, 6 T St. Tel. 123-W.
I2tf Interest accrued,
15A2S90 JL’l appOlnted executor’ Wlthout of said Will and Codicil may be al.
ESTATE CATHERINE E. DONO
All Other Assets,
' bond.
lowed, filed and recorded In the HUE, late of Rockland, deceased.
ANTIQUES, Glass, China, Furni
ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted
'Total Assets
S6 180 687 90
FLORA B SIMMONS, late of Probate Court of Knox County, and First and final Account presented
LIABILITIES DEC 31 1950
I Rn^and. deceased. April 17, 1951 that Letters Testamentary
Testamentary be is- for aUowance by Abbie McDonald,
CARL E FREEMAN, Glen Oove
Howe D. Higgins of Southwest Har. sued to Winfield Huppuch of New- Administratrix, c.t.a.
Tel, Rockland KM
ltf i Reserve for Unearned
ESTATE WTLLLAM F. SIDEN
Premiums,
$2329,144.77 bor was appointed executor and York, New York, without bond.
qualified by filing bond on April 20.
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
ETHEL R. WEEKS, late of New SPARKER, late of Warren, de
Reserve for Losses and
ton. Massachusetts, deceased. Ex ceased. Petition for License to SeU
Loss Expense, ,
320.189 89 } 1991.
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplace^
AMELIA E. JOHNSON, late of emplified Copy of Will and Probate, certain real estate situated in said
Reserve
for
AU
Other
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
Liabilities,
121,43938 Rockland, deceased. April 17. 1951 thereof, together with a Petition Warren and fuUy described in said
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Barbara J. Sisson of Laconia. New- for Probate of Foreign WiU, asking petition, presented by Bert J. Ben
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
Total Liabilities,
$2,770,774 04 Hampshire was appointed admini that the copy of said Will may be ner of Belfast, administrator.
gladly submitted. No obligation.
WITNESS, HARRY E. WILBUR,
Policyholders’ Surplus, 3,409.913.86 stratrix, without bond. Jerome C. allowed, filed and recorded in the
HOCKINO GRANITE INDUS
Burrows of Rockland was appointed Probate Court of Knox County, and Esquire, Judge of Probate for Knox
(including $100,000
TRIES I Successors to John Mee
Agent
in
Maine.
that Letters of Administration, with County, Rockland, Maine.
guaranty capital)
han & Son), Clark Island, Me.
Attest:
i the wiU annexed, be issued to J.
Attest:
Tel. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant’!
(6,180.68790
WILLIS R VINAL,
Owen Weeks of Mehose, Mass,
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register i
Harbor 56-1X
1-tl

VINALHAVEN

Roofing and Siding

DANCE

“CLAYT” BITLER

GOODYEAR TIRES

42-B-46,6L6-J7

Register. 4 without bond.

______

_____

____

_

.

41-6-67

k-l

Leader Meeting

Home Demonstration Week
To See Planning For the
’52 Women's Program
Farm Bureau Leaders of KnoxLincoln Counties will meet in Rock
land May 1 to suggest a program
for 1952 as Knox-Lmcoln Counties
observance of Home Demonstration
Week. Chairmen, secretaries, foods,
clothing and home management
leaders from all Farm Bureau
groups are to meet May 1 at 10.30
a. m. in the Universalist Church.
Constance Cooper. Home Demon
stration Agent, -will outline fhe
program for the day. The remaind
er of the morning will be spent in
separate sessions.
48 Florence Peck, chainhan of the
Woman's Division of the Farm
Bureau, will lead the discussion in
organization problems and policies
for chairmen and secretaries.
Foods, clothing and home manage
ment leaders will discuss program
suggestions for 1952. Discussion
leaders for these groups will be:
Mrs. Gladys Patrick of Waldoboro,
county clothing leader; Mrs. Elsa
Kigel, Warren, county home management leader: and Mrs Gertrude
Hupper, of Tenant's Harbor, coun
ty foods leader.
Highlights of the afternoon pro
gram will be a talk on Leadership
by Miss Edith Wilson, dean of
women at the University of Maine.
Outstanding leaders in the county
will be given recognition.
Ladies of the Methodist Church
will serve dinner to the group at

4.
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W arren 4-H’ers Honored ^Parents at Special Meeting Thursday
IT
I

I

*8®

Ir

The boys above make up the active 4-H group known as the Georges Valley Boys under the leadership
of Earl .Moore Sr. They were special guests of the g.*ls.’ club at the supper and later participated in the
program which included entertainment and demonstrations of club work. They, too, are working to earn
points towaid the coveted placque which will be awarded next Fall. Left to right, seated, are Herbert Martin,
Sewell Peabody and Gilbert Martin. Standing are David Kenniston, Kenneth Starrett and Arnold Hill.
While the girls prepared the excellent supper, it was rumored that the hoys were scheduled to take their turn
in the kitchen at dish washing time.

The Warren Wonder Workers 4-H Club and the Georges Valley Boys entertained their parents at
supper and an entertainment ai the IOOE Hall in Warren Thursday evening. Both clubs were working to
add to their point total in the race for The Courier-Gazette placque which is awarded to the highest rank
ing 4-H Club in the Knox-Lincoln area each year. The girls, above, are wearing hats made by them as a
club project. The headpieces arc a 4-H project and were made from material at hand. Seated in front is
E'reda Till. Standing are, Gloria Kenniston, Marjorie Cousens, Nancy Buck, Avis Gammon, the leader.
Joan Matthews and Valerie Robinson.

USDA UNITS MET THIS WEEK

BROILER FESTIVAL JULY 6-7

THE GRANGE CORNER

noon.

NORTH HAVEN
MRS BARBARA ADAMS
Correspondent
Telephone 15-13
Guild’s 28th Anniversary

p

The Unity Guild observed its
28th anniversary April 11 by meet
ing at the parsonage. A delicious
dinner was served at noon to 33
people. The dinner consisted of
salads, casserole dishes, rolls, pies
and cake, jellies,
olives and
candies.
After the dinner was cleared
away a short business meeting was
called to order by the president,
Maud Simpson, and opened by
prayer from the pastor. Rev.
George Merriam. After the meet
ing adjourned, a program was
given.

The President expressed her
thanks to the hostess, Mrs. Mer
riam, for her hospitality, and a
rising vote of thanks was given her
by those present. The Vice Presi
dent, Julia Beverage, presented
Mrs. Merriam with a remembrance
from the Guild.
America was sung to harmonica
music furnished by the President,
Maud Simpson, then a record of
a organization of the Guild was
"read, followed by a roll call of the
members, and greetings were read
from out of town members. The
names of the deceased members
were read. Greetings from out of
town members were sent by Mrs.
Lenora Cooper. Fostie Duncan,
Mrs. Eva Hopkins and Mrs. Lillian
Hopkins. Flowers were sent by
Mrs. Lenora Cooper in memory of
our beloved member, Mrs. Mabelle
Stone, and to be presented to Leon
WSton after meeting. Flowers were
also presented to the anniversary
occasion by Mrs. Olive Lermond
and Rev. and Mrs Merriam.
Two monologues were given by
Elizabeth Bunker and readings and
stories by the members.
Special
music was given by Alyce Beverage
and a duet by Maud Simplon and
Alice Grant. Hymn singing was

SERVICE
OIL BURNERS
RANGE BURNERS
POWER BURNERS

Tel. 51
A. C. McLoon & Co.
33-tf

Poultrymen To Again Stage Mammoth Feast; Coming Changes In Agricultural Program
K-L Growers, Processors On Committees
Discussed As Coordination Of Federal
Agencies Serving Farmers Better

Organizational plans for Maine's
1951 Broiler Day Festival, to be
held in Belfast, July 6 and 1, were
completed this week at a meeting
of poultry and feed company rep
resentatives,
state
agricultural
officials and local civic authori
ties.
This year’s two-day festival will
again feature the country’s biggest
outdoor barbecued chicken feed
mass displays of dressed poultry
selection of a Poultry Queen, a
broiler banquet and ball, poultry
fact-finding conferences and a
number of musical and entertain
ment events.
Approximately 6,000 persons at
tending last year's Broiler Festival
put away nearly 12,000 pounds ol
chicken at a public barbecue.
Festival co-chairmen Ledlie Ber

ry of Bowdoinham and Percy Free
man of Waterville announced that
this year’s Broiler Day committee
membership includes:
General
Committee;
Norris
Clements, Bangor; Ralph Hunt
Lincolnville; J. S. Holmes. Belfast;
A. S. Trewongy, Portland; Harold
Stone. Belfast;
Irvin Johnson
Portland; Frank Lipman, Bangor
and Donald Corbett, Winslow.
Reception Comm r: tee: Chairman
A. K. Gardner. Augusta; Maurice
Singer, Bangor; Benjamin Higer
Belfast; Al Savitz, Belfast; Charles
Glick, Yarmouth; Frank Witter
Orono; Waldo Chick, Wells; Irvin
Berry, Morrill;
Isidore Poust
Rockland; Phil Cohen, Waldoboro;
Parkman White, Skowhegan and
G. E. Coleman, Brunswick.
Finance and Budget: Claude
Clement, Belfast; Jacob S. Holmes

THE COUNTY AGENT’S CORNER
Dear Farmer:
Your County Agent has really
been busy this week.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
were spent in Portland with some
of the other County Agents, Crop
Specialist Oscar Wyman and Vege
table Specialist Joe Hickey, as well
as with some agronomists.
The meeting was to prepare the
agents to make fertilizer recom
mendations based on soil tests. It
was an excellent review for me as
I haven’t really thought of the
chemistry of soils since leaving col
lege. In order to make recom
mendations, it is necessary to know
this so that one can determine why
a soil is acid. This can get quite
involved, as can the making of fer
tilizer recommendations. It is all
based on “base exchange" which
involves the clay particle and the
minerals which attach themselves
to it in a certain definite order,
replace each other in a certain
order when lime or fertilizer are
applied to the soils.
After we had the reasoning be
hind testing, we practiced and
practiced and practiced.
Wednesday night I arrived home
for a late dinner, played with the
kids for a while, unplugged a
plugged sink, shined my shoes, and

worked on my talk for executive
committee meeting Thursday.
The main theme of the meeting
was “preparing for mobilization."
How we got into a long discussion
on rat control, I’ll never know ex
cept that I guess I brought the
subject up.

We have run through, this part
year, about half of the surplus of
grain that we started with. The [
plantings of grain crops are not as 1
large as hoped, and the Southern
area is planting more soybeans and
such instead of corn and depending
on the mid-west for more corn. If
there is a poor growing year, W’e
can have a real cause for worry.
There are three or four htings
which we, locally, can do. One is
to feed as efficiently as possible so
that grain is at least not wasted.
Two is for dairymen to raise all of
the high quality roughage they can.
Three is to prevent loss of grain
through careless handling. Four is
to control rats. Each rat will eat
almost a bag of grain a year. The
executive committee asked that we
put on a rat control program. You
will be hearing more on this later.
Incidentally, I have a half a pound
of concentrated warfarin if anyone
wants to try it. First come, first
served—only enough for one man;
but you must have a real rat prob
enjoyed by all members for a short lem, and you must be willing to
period and the progam was closed clean up rat harbors.
by joining hands and singing
Sincerely,
"Blest Be the Tie That Binds.”
Gilbert B. Jaeger,
Two other> members came in
County Agent.
during the afternoon, making 35
For social Items In The Courierpresent. Four charter members
Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf
were present.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS

Officer Of M. B. C.

THE BEST RESULTS TO YOU
CALL

1000 Plants Carefully Graded, $22.00

BERRY BROTHERS

STATE INSPECTED.

MORRILL, MAINE

PLACE YOl’R ORDERS SOON.

ing programs up to July: Men's
Night, April 30: Young People's
Night, May 21. Program by Jose
phine Geele May 28. Program by
the West Side June 11. Dorothy
Wincapaw, Leonard Bidwell. Elsie
Winslow, George Soule, Jr., as
committee. Program by the East
Side June 25. Harold Gross Made
lyn Creamer, Franklin Randolph,
Rita Babcock as committee.
Announcement was made of the
Pomona meeting at Arlington
Grange tonight.
There was an Arbor Day program
arranged by Josephine Geele. Re
freshments were served.

»

1

HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS

P

H

I

I

Fair Prices, Honest Weight. Immediate Payment

THE RADIO SHOP

CUMBERLAND CENTER, MAINE

S-S-tf

Bernice Gamage: Closing Thought
Ethel Worcester.
State Deputy Beverage was pres
ent and congratulated Owl's Heac
Grange on its birthday as die
Limerock Valley Pomona Master
J Herbert Gould. The Lecturer’i
March was won by George Nilei
and Brother Fales won Bank Night
Sister Laura Hyvari has beet
chosen to represent Limerock Val
ley as a candidate for Maine Dairj
Queen. The Queen will be chosei
at a Dairy Ball to be held the eve
ning of May 29 at Lewiston-Aubum.
A trial shipment of 100 tons of
frozen beef has been sent from
Ireland to America.

House-Sherman,
Inc.
■nd CROSLET present the
NEW SHELVADORS* for '51!

Witb “Care-Free"
Automatic Defrosting!'
Ttara's nsthag ate* tea R-tea ,
1891 Shafrador Ratrtgwatorc Mrw
mt** ru...... g te 2 te N atenta

C

)

.... NO LOT TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL ....

MINTURN
Capt. Sidney Sprague of Rock
land passed the even.ng with his
mother. Mrs. Nelson Sprague, and
family at the home of his sister,
Mrs. Theodore Buswell.
Dr. Wilbur was in town Friday.
His home and business is in
Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Norman Staples is home
from the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Philmore Turner,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy May and Miss
Theresa Buswell weie at South
west Harbor for the day Sunday.
Philmore Turner brought his
new’ 32-foot boat home Monday
morning. He had his new engine
installed and made ready for lobstering before she was launched.
She was named for his two daugh
ters. Karen and Rita.
Mr. and Mrs. William Turner
were callers Monday afternoon at
the home of their son and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Turner.
Mrs. Gregg, wife of the Minturn
chool teacher was here for the
week-end. Mr. Gregg went back
w.th her as the school is having
a week's vacation.
Mrs. Carl Batcheler was on a
cancer drive Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Stinson
are having a new home built in
Minturn.
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Carlson
are home after a two week’s trip.

C

TEL. LIBERTY 41-11, OR LINCOLNVILLE 22-6

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Maine farmers who enroll in the
1961
Agricultural
Conservation
Program and work out individual
farm conservation practices wi'.h
their Production and Marketing
Administration community com
mitteemen will receive prior ap
proval for the bes; adapted prac
tices from their county PMA com
mittee, according to the Ma ne
State Office of the Prcducion and
Marketing Administration.
The prior approval is necessary
in erder to apportion available
funds fairly among all farmers on
the basis of conservation needs,
say PMA officials.
Farmers who (jet approval prior
o the performan e of the prac
tices are a-sured of the amount of
payment definitely giaranteed for
soil building pract ces properly
carried out. ; nd of any additional
amount of payment tentatively ap
proved. subject to the availability
J of funds.
Funds available for paying lor
practices which are tentatively ap
proved are divided pro rata accord,
ing to conservation practice per
formance among all farmers.
Many of the ACP practices se
lected by farmers require on-tnefarm technical
assistance ar
ranged for by the county PMA
committee, before prior approval
ran be granted.
These include permanent-type
! control of soil erosion, water con
trol, and drainage practices, as
well as clearing land for improved
pasture and hayland, improving
farm woodland, and planting lorest trees.

PHILCO
.
:

HERMAN P. SWEETSER
48A-51

Weymouth Grange

State Trooper Powers showed
motion pictures on highway safety
Monday evening and spoke on the
safety laws of the state.
A total of $45 was netted on the
: supper recently served for the
Poultry Association.
Ladies of the Grange have made
several scrap books wheih will be
donated to children's wards of
Maine hospitals.
The First and Second Degrees
will be conferred on a class of can
didates next Monday evening with
Master Earl Maxcey directing the
ceremony.

Representatives of the various lected by farmers require on the
U.S D A. groups met at the Farns farm technical assistance arranged
for by the county PMA committee,
worth Museum on Wednesday.
before prior approval can be grant
Conservation Service.
Farmer's ed.
Home Administration and Produc
These include permanent type
tion and Marketing Administration, soil erosion control, water control,
all agencies of the U. S. D. A. were and drainage practices, as well as
represented. The purpose of the clearing land for improved pasture
meeting was to recommend changes and hayland, improving farm wood
in the Agricultural Conservation land. and planting forest trees.
Program for 1952. Each year Pro
duction and Marketing Administra
White Oak Grange
St. George Grange
tion groups within counties have
At the regular meeting of St.
April 20. Trooper Frank Powers
had the responsibility of making
George Grange April 20 the First of the State Police presented a
changes; but under a recent order
and Second Degrees were conferred safety program at White Oak
from the Secretary of Agriculture,
on a class of candidates. Last Grange. Movies were shown and
lt is expected that all groups hav
night the Third and Fourth De Trooper Powers spoke concerning
ing work to do under the U. S. D. A.
grees were conferred with refresh traffic rules.
within a county will combine in
ments after the meeting. Circle
A card shower is requested for
formulating plans for the follow
supper was served at 5.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collins of War
ing year.
High Priest of Demeter E. Car- ren.
These same groups will meet
roll
Bean and National Ceres Grace
A card party is to be held at the
within the next two months to dis
z
home
of Merrill Payson April 25.
‘
Bean
will
be
with
us
on
May
25
cuss plans for a long time conser
when we have a special program
Warren Grange visited White
vation program for farmers. This
and supper for our members who Oak Friday night, and furnished
work is necessary each year as
graduate this year. We hope to the program.
Production and Marketing Admini
have a good attendance at this
stration committeemen are saddled
Owl's Head Grange
meeting, also a goodly number of
with the responsibility for seeing
Owls Head Grange celebrated its
j visitors. We have other special pro- I
that the most conservation is ac
13th anniversary on April 24. The
grams planned for our future meet- j
complished for the money spent.
hall was decorated with over 200
!ngs.
I
The group have as a guide the Na
daffodills and each officer was pre
tional Bulletin designed to cover all
Meenahga Grange
sented with a daffodill corsage
states and from this bulletin, pro
Further plans for the new juven which had been made by Worthy
grams that are adaptable within Herbert Hawes, Union dairyman, ile group were discussed at the Lecturer Thelma Murray and Eve
the counties are recommended by was elected vice president of the regular meeting Monday night, lyn St. Clair, chairman of the
the local groups.
Maine Breeding Co-operative at when Juvenile Deputy Ethel Reed Home and Community Welfare
In connection with conservation the annual meeting of that group was present. Palmina DINapoli ( Committee.
work the Production and Market held in Waterville April 13
was elected matron, filling the vaPast Master Rodney Worcester
ing Administration committee in
In addition to his new duties, i cancy caused by the resignation of conferred the First and Second De
Knox-Lincoln Counties would re Hawes is president of the Knox Josephine Geele.
grees on four candidates: Edna
commend the following:
Agricultural Society which operates
The following panel of officers Melvin, Kermit Rice, Eva Louise
Maine farmers who enroll in the Union Fair each August. He is also was appointed to serve for Men’s Rice and Lawrence O'Dell. The
1951
Agricultural
Conservation active in the Knox-Lincoln Farm Night Monday: master, Alfred Third and Fourth Degrees will be
Program and work out individual Bureau and other projects related Bliven; overseer, Alton Winchen conferred on May 8.
farm conservation practices with to agriculture in general in the bach; lecturer, Austin Winchen-J The hall has been painted and
their PMA community committee coastal area.
baugh; steward, Frank Sheffield; it certainly is a great improvement.
men will receive prior approval for
assistant steward, Alfred Jackson; Brother John Gamage thanked all
the best adapted practices from
chaplain,. Leonard Bidwell.
THE TIME IS NOW!
who helped and Brother and Sister
their county PMA committee.
Treasurer. George Soule. Sr.; sec Mann were cordially thanked for
Window Screens Made to Order
The prior approval is necessary I Glass Se-t In Your Windows to Stay retary. William Babcock; gate the fish chowder which they made
to fairly apportion available funds
keeper, Sidney Creamer; Ceres. and served at the painting bee.
CLINTON E. KALER
among all farms on the basis of 68 PLEASANT ST..
TEL. 504-M George Soule, Jr.; Pomona, Harold
Ellena Fredette will have charge
conservation needs.
ROCKLAND, ME.
| Gross: Flora, Mortno Smith; Lady of the entertainment at the social
50*51 assistant steward, Walter SukeFarmers are assured by the ap
to be held on May 1. Robena
provals given prior to the perform
: forth; executive committee, Dewey Searles will have charge of the
ance of the practices, of the amount
Winchenbach, Claude Fitch, Ernest refreshments.
of payment definitely guaranteed
Smith, Jr.; Home and Community
Sister Helen Garnett was re
for soil building practices properly
Welfare committee, Milton Cream ported in the hospital at Damaris
carried out, and the additional
ydJ
er. Glenwood Sukeforth.
cotta.
amount of payment tentatively ap
The Grange voted to contribute
J
FMARPWS
The literary program was as fol
Maia Street
proved subject to the availability
to the Salvation Army.
lows: To Thee Beloved Grange,
of funds.
In the attendance contest the sung by Bernice Gamage; Frater
Funds available for paying for
women are now leading by 25 nity, Blanche Mann: Roll Call of
practices which are tentatively ap
Prescriptions
points. The contest will close with Masters of Owl's Head Grange;
proved are divided pro rata accord
the next meeting.
Carefully
Compounded
History of Owl’s Head Grange,
ing to conservation practice per
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
The lecturer outlined the follow Ellena Fredette; Beautiful Grange.
formance among all farmers.
n-tf
Many of the ACP practices se
—

TO SELL YOUR POULTRY FOR

The Popular Variety for Table and for Freezing.
HOWARD NO. 17 (PREMIER)

NEWS OF THE GRANGES
IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Soil Conservation
By Roy Gross. Sol! Conserva
tion 8ervlce, Waldoboro.

ill MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
3-8-tf

PHILCO

House-Sherman, Inc,
142 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 721
6-Thft8-tf

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Tenderfoot Award

z Band Mothers Play for T.H.S.

THOMASTON

a moment significant of all Scout
ing; the making of better boys and
better Americans through Scout
ing.
Perhaps David's waning strength
will not allow him to ever wear
the Second Class Scout badge. The
hikes and camping are something^
that his illness will not permit*
hitA to take part in. Nevertheless,
he is a Scout, and a good one. too.
He has never given up hope of a
cure for a moment. A private tutor
keeps him abreast of normal
youngsters of his age. School
classes are out of the question for
a bump or bruise in play could be
fatal.
The keen-minded little fellow
takes a lively interest in all things
about him and adores his four
brothers and sisters, two sets of
twins who followed him into the
family. The little fellows work
hard to do things to please David.
Even they seem to sense the seri
ousness of his illness.
He likes book, magazines and
games and could use new ones to
while away the long hours in bed.
A great friend of the boy is the
Rev. John Barker of Littlefield j
Memorial Church who has made"
a ''buddy” out of him and spends
much time with him.
The lad has a beautiful voice
and greatly enjoys singing the old
hymns of the church which his
pastor has taught him.

Neva and Social Item*. Notices and Advertisement! may be sent
or telephoned to
MBS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-1

Miss Rita Smith returned home
from Brooklyn. N. Y., after spending the Winter months there.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Quillan
left today for Califom.a where they
will make their home
Mrs. Agnes Boynton entertained
Wednesday at dinner the follow
ing guests: Miss Lizzie Levensaler
Miss Adele Morse and Mr Charles
A. Creighton
Arcana Lodge, K. of P.. will
work the tank of Esquire on a class
of candidates Wednesday, May 2

will be made on the Boston and
New York flyer shows. All memCHRIST FOR OUR TIMES
bers who can are urged to attend
!n order to plan the season s prograntThe Woman's Auxiliary of St.
John's Episcopal Church meeu
Tuesday night, 7.30 at the home of
Mrs. Ralph Cushing.
Edward Stone of West Palm
Beach. Fla., is visiting hts sister ,
Miss Martha Stone.
Mrs Lilia Clark of Tenant’s I
I£arbor was a guest over night Thursday of her son and daughter-'
7.30 p. m.
in-law Mr and Mrs Aaron Clark
John Whitcomb and son Jahn The Beta Alpha meets Monday
Nazarene
Church,
Maverick Waldo-Knox sub-district Youth
Paul of Portland were recent guest{he EaptUt vestry.
Square, Edwin L. Ryan, Pastor, Fellowship will meet in the vestry
of Miss Martha Stone.
The Friendly Circle meets Wed- s_nday
u5; preaching on Thursday night at 6.30 for sup
Mrs. Edward Dornan and Mrs. I iicocia/ ii-giiv • .uv,
nesday night 7.30. daylight saving service 2.30; N.Y.P.S., 6.00 and per and program. Rev. John SherM Fought have returned home af time, with Miss Ardell Maxey
Servlce 7 30.
bourne, pastor of the Methodi:
ter
spending two weeks
at Main street, instead of Tuesday
Church at Camden, will be the
Mechanicsburg, Penn.
the regular night.
-Probation After Death'' is the speaker. A devotional service will
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Mahoney
Rev. Robert Dann will present a\ subject of
the Lesson-Sermon open the evening program and a
and son Jack have moved from 30
musical
recital Sunday , which will be read in all Churches social time will follow the address
Gleason street to the Black and morning at the Baptist Church.
: ,?f Christ Scientist on Sunday. The
Gay apartment on lower Knox The P.TA, met Thursday night Oolden Text is taken from Pro- The members of the Junior Choir
will meet on Saturday at 1 o’cl
street.
at the High School building with a -,er-bs (Proverbs 21:1631) “The
Mrs. Kenneth Lane who has large attendance. The banner was, man that wandereth out of the for rehearsal. Mr. Pavone will
been visiting her parents, Mr. and presented to the sub-primary. Mrs i way 0{ understanding shall remain conduct the group. All children
Mrs. Lawrence Hunt. Meadow road Nellie Starrett gave a very inter- j n the congregation of the dead.— and youths from 12 years through
High School are invited to join this
returned to Camp Stewart, Ga., esting talk on Finland and four i
that followeth after righteous- choir. The members of the senior
with Cpl. Kenneth Lane, who has jXnjn< ladies dressed in costume I ness and mercy findeth life, right
been spending a leave with hir presented a Finnish dance and sang 1 eousness, and honor." Church ter- choir will rehearse on Saturday
night at 7 o'clock.
parents at West Rockport.
Finnish songs. The girls were Miss
at jo.30 Sunday morning and
• • • •
The first mteting of the Thom Sonja Korhonen, Shirley Maki, Sunday School at 11.43. Wednesday
The evening worship service of
aston Garden Club will be held Mrs. Ellen Johnson, and Mrs. Dor night services at 7.30.
the South Thomaston Methodist
Thursday, May 3, at 3 p. m , with othy Jackson, with Mrs. Emma
• • • •
Church will be held at 7 o’clock
Miss Christine Moore. Reports Johnson accompanist. A nominat Hear Billy Graham on the Hour
Mr. Conant will preach on the sub
ing committee was appointed as of Decision program, Station WL- ject "The Spiritual Mind.”
• • • •
follows: Wai er Strong, Mrs. Aaron AW Sunday afternoon at 3.30. He
Clark and Mrs. Hazel Young The, has a message for all.
At the First Baptist Church Rev
(Continued from Page Three)
next meeting will be May 24, this j
J. Charles MacDonald will be
, ,
. ,
At St. Bernard's Church Sunday 1
abled craft to Rockland—assum being the
last meeting before the
„
, .
, preaching at both services, with
services are at 8 and 11 a m. Daily
ing, of course, that the eftort to Summr vacat:on.
I
__ . .
his subject at 10 30 "A Plan. A
I Mass is at 7.15 and Confession
float her would be crowned by
Church News
. ,
„
, ,
Question and
a Commission.'
,, ,
, t
i Saturdays at 3 30 and 7 p. m
suocess.
Mass will be celebrated at St _ .
,,
. „
. ... The prayer groups will meet at
Sunday Mass is at 9 a, m., at St
James Catholic Church Sunday at
Last of the Looters
10.15 and the nursery will provide
James Church, Thomaston and at
The watchman who was placed 9 a. m.
care for small children during the
9.30 at the Church of Our Lady ol
There will be no services at St.
on board Thursday and who also
morning service. All departments
Good Hope, Camden.
aided in Sunday’s work, was Capt. John’s Episcopal Church Sunday
of the Church School will meet at
• • • •
Ezekiel Nash, a well known Rock because of redecorating the church
The Reorganized Church of Je noon. Manley Hart will be the
land mariner. The looting ceased Transportation will be furnished sus Christ of Latter Day Saints, leader of the Senior Ambassadors
with his advent on board, although for those wishing to attend the pastor George Woodward, will hold for Christ at 6, and at the same
at that time the majority of the 9.30 Mass at St. Peter’s Church, services each Sunday at GA.R hour the Intermediate Ambassadors
steamboat’s valuable contents were Rcckland. Sunday School will be Hall. April 29, Church School 10 will meet upstairs with Robert Mer
pretty well distributed along the held at Mrs. Ralph Cushing's from a. m. Sermon 11 a. m.
riam as leader. A prayer meeting
• • • •
Knox County shore and ouvenirs 10 to 11 a. m.
will be held at 7 preceding the eve
At the Congregational Church, ning service at 7.15. Special choir
were scattered from Bangor to Sunday School 9.45 a. m. at the
Federated Church (daylight sav Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor: and Instrumental music will be
Monhegan.
A great deal of criticism has been ing time) with Miss Ardell Maxey. Morning worship at 10.45. Daylight given at this service, and Mr. Mac
Sunday School 9.45 a. m. (day Saving Time, with sermon by the Donald's subject will be "A Cow
expressed becau-e so much whole
sale thievery was permitted. Five light saving time) at the Baptis! pastor "Christian Vocation.” The ard Who Made Good.” The prayer
men, including Mate Williams Church, with morning service 11 Church School classes for third and praise meeting will be held at
were left in charge, but five is a o'clock when Rev. Robert Dann graders and over at 9.45, and for 7.30 on Tuesday.
• • • •
small number on a steamboat of will present a special sacred musi those younger at 10.30. UCY meets
Pursuing still further his studies
2COO tons surrounded by several cal recital. The message will be in at 6 with a candlelight service and
hundred determined prize hunters >ong. At 6 p. m. the Young People's address by Dr. Barbara Luce, meet- in the Book of Psalms Dr. Lowe's
As late as ft o'clock Saturday night meeting, directed by Miss Marion ing in the Congregational Church sermon subject in the service of
a small boat was hovering about Pickard; 7 o'clock Gospel Song Old Testament class at the parson- morning worship at the Univerthe steamer, but her occupants Service led by Rev. Swetnam, his :iee at 7 30 Appointments for the saiist church beginning at 11
“Taking a Despairmade no effort to go aboard and message entitled “The Lost Road: week include: Charter Night for o'clock
Boy Scout Troop 206 will be held lng View of Humanity.” Music by
would not have b en allowed to Map.”
-----------------1 on Monday with the boys coming
young people's choir with Richhad they attempted it.
Mt. Pleasant Grange
a( g supper at 6.30 for the Scout ard oiles as soloist. The kinderSunday morning three fishermen
The Third and Fourth degrees ; families and invited guests and the garten {or all y0Unger children
were dragging the ledge for val
uables but got very little for their will be cm.e.red on Charles and 1 Troop Committee, with awards meets during the service of worship.
for a]1 oider
pains. The water in which the Elna Hudson and Percy Porter at whlch wil, include the first Star The church
Grindstone Ledges are submerged the meeting, April 30, with Master rank Which a member of Troop 206 classes meets at 10 a m The
Tolman conferring the degree: has achieved in recent years. Tues- n c Y meeU at 6 p m in the
had been too thoroughly combed.
Deputy David Carroll will also be day to Thursday the Annual State congregational Church. AppotntThe details of the salvage work
present
for inspection which covers Congregational Conference -will be ments for the week include the
as seen by a reporter of The Cou
rier-Gazette Sunday morning are the Fourth Degree AJl members in session at Belfast, with a cordial chapin CIass Tuesday evening and
•—
.. .to attend, especi------ ■ 1 the comity Circle Thursday 6.30
to all
quickly told
and comparatively are asked to please be present, a invitation
simple Two pumps were working harvest supper will follow the de ally the evening sessions on Tues- (p m
day and Wednesday. Wednesday
• • • •
in the bow and two in the bulk gree work.
Several
of
our
members
attend

the
Women's
Association
will
meet
At
the
United
Pentecostal Church,
head aft when the tug Sommers N
ed Burkettville Grange April 20. for its monthly session at three at 58 South Main street. Rev. John L.
Smith arrived.
The two pumps which were be when Master Earl Tolman con the church. Kupples Klub meets Howe, pastor: Sunday School is at
ing used in the bow were stationed ferred the Third and Fourth De- | on priday for its monthly sessions 1 p. m. with classes for all ages:
grees on a class of candidates. Also
afternoon worship service 2 30 p.
on the tug Salvor from which the
At the Pratt Memorial Methosuction pipes could easily be ex taking office from our Grange was dis’, Church, Merle S. Conant, m.; Evening sendee 730 p. m.;
tended into the forward bulkhead Sister Frances Tolman as Ceres minister the Sunday morning ser- Tuesday, Young People's service
7.30 p. m. and Thursday, prayer
The two pumps in the after part and Brother George Parker as as V’r»o v/iP
be at 19.30. The delemeeting 7.30 p. m. All are cor
of the steamboat were stationed sistant steward.
(Tit
ns
Of
the State Conference of
A group of Mt. Pleasant Grange
dially invited.
on the freight deck.
DeMolav will be guests at the ser
• • • •
Each pump had a capacity for members attended the 75th anni
vice. Mr. Conant will preach on
With the members of the Odd
throwing a solid eight-inch stream versary of Pioneer Grange on
the subject "The Honor Legion.” Fellows and Rebekahs as special
amounting to 2800 gallons a min Tuesday.
Guest Officers' night was ob Roger Dow will play as organ guests at the morning worship serv
ute, and in truth it looked as
served at South Hope Grange Wed- numbers: “Adagio Pathetique” by ice of the Littlefield Memorial
though they could suck the Atlan
nesdya. with several of our officers Godard, “Cast Your Burden On the Baptist Church, the pastor, Rev.
tic ocean dry, as cne sea captain
filling the chairs.
j Lord" a folk melody, “Festival
said they would have to before
Work on the new dining-room Postlude” by Martin. The choir
they were able to float the Rock
has been started and anyone who will sing the anthem “God Shall
land.
wishes to volunteer his services is Wipe Away All Tears” by Shelley.
The next and concluding install
Mr. Pavone will present the solo "In
welcome.
ment will tell how the Rockland
My Father's House Are Many Man
Every Saturday Night
was floated and towed to Rock Western Germans now can buy
sions” by Jewell. The Youth Fel SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
land harbor.
bottled milk—In many cases for lowship will not meet at 3 o’clock,
3-S-tf
(To be concluded)
the first time in postwar
but will meet with Janice Fickett
at 7 o'clock to plan for the WaldoKnox sub-district Youth Fellow
ship. The Scouts will hold their
weekly meeting in the vestry on
WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M
Monday night at 6.30. The Adult Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
Council
will
meet
in
the
vestry
on
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00
HIGH SCHOOL BANDS OF ROCKPORT,
Tuesday night at 7.30. On Wed
SATURDAY. APRIL 28
THOMASTON, ROCKLAND, ST. GEORGE
nesday night at 6 o’clock, the anlDouble Feature
nual Students' Banquet will be held
Roy Rogers, Penny Edwards in
PLUS A COMPOSITE BAND OF MUSICIANS
in the vestry. Fannye Trask is
“NORTH OF THE GREAT
chairman of the banquet commit
DIVIDE”
FROM ALL FOUR SCHOOLS
tee. and Thelma Stanley will have
In Technicolor
also
charge of the dining room. The
BARBARA BROWN
RAYMOND WASHBURN
NFYT WFFK
in
“
FATHER
’
S
WILD GAME”
GRAND OPENING DANCE

will
will
will
will

hear
help
heal
hold

you!
you!
you!
you!

Mothers oi Thomaston High bandsmen who are prepa-ing for the forthcoming fund raising style show.
to right are, Margaret Treat, Helen Elliot, Eleanor Clark, Annie Rogers and Ina Keizer.

The Band Mother's Club of
Thomaston High School will stage
a style show and card party at
Watts Hall Friday for the benefit
of the Thomaston High School
Band.
More than 30 children of Thomastonfi both boys and girls, will be
used in the style show. Assisting
the committee in preparing the

CAMDEN

Memory’s Realm

DANCE
WALDO

BAND JAMBOREE

Community Building, Rockland

TUESDAY, MAY 1-8 P. M.

120 Student Musicians Under the Direction of
Vere B. Crockett. All Uniformed in Their
School Colors.
Guest Director, Warren Freeman, Dean of the
College of Music at Boston University.

Lloyd Rafnell and his
Orchestra.

ADMISSION 60c ADULTS; 40c CHILDREN, Ui included

ADMISSION 75c TAX INC.

LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA

SATURDAY, MAY 5
9.00-1.06 D. S. T.

AMPLE PARKING

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
APRIL 29-30
Gary' Cooper. Jane Greer in
"YOU'RE IN THE NAVY NOW"
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
MAY 1-2-3

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
Telephone 2214
Alan Hatch, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Hatch, was here irom
the University of Maine last weekend to at end the funeral of his
grandmother, Mrs. William Hatch.
The Eager Eeavers of the Con
gregational Church are planning
to visit the State Capitol today.
Mr. and Mr.-. Eugene Davis and
family of Bethlehem, Pa., have
been recent guests of Mr. Davis
parents.
Good Cheer Class of the Con
gregational Church held its final
meeting of the season Wednesday
night. A joint dinner-meeting of
Good Cheer and Ladies’ Circle,
planned for May, has been can
celled. Mrs. Harold Alexander wil1
be president of the gToup for 195152; Mrs. Ernest Marshall, v.ce
president; Mrs. Jessie Eatterlee
secretary; and Miss Edith Arey
treasurer. Committees appointed
for next year are: Visiting and
Membership; Chairman, Mrs. Er
nest Marshall, Mrs. Forrest Spear
Mrs. Rose Kelley, Mrs. Gerald
Dalzell and Miss Edith Arey; pro
gram committee;
Mrs. Ralph
Wentworth, chairman, Mrs. Harold
Arnold. Mrs. Thelma Watts and

John A. Barker, will preach cn To
Whom Much Is Given.' At the
evening service, the €0 singing
“m.nutes with a message," which
begins at 7.15, the quartet and choir
will sing, and- the Trumpeteers
will play, with the pastor preach
ing on “Only One Way.’’ The mid
week servee, the Hour of Power, is
held on Tuesday night at 7.30 as
the study in Revelations, that is
proving to be of such interest to
increasing congregations, contin
ues with the message on Reve
lations 13:1-10. The annual meet
ing of the church will be held on
Wednesday evening, beginning with
a supper at 630. Following the
supper the annual meeting will be
held, and there will be a showing
of the film, “God Is My Landlord,"
the evening to be climaxed with the
announcement of the goal reached
in connection with the Centennial
Campaign Fund.
• • • •
At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector. Sunday
service: Parish Communion and
sermon at 930.

CAMDEN THEATRE
Saturday: 2.00—630—9.00
Sunday: 3.00—7.00—9.00
Weekdays: 2.00—7.00—9.00
SATURDAY IS CASH NIGHT
110 Reasons To Attend 110
Paul Henried, Jack Oakie

Left

show, and supplying the clothing, Virginia Putnam while Helen Elliot
is the Children's Specialty Shop of will lead the tables and chairs
Rockland and Richardson & Libby ' committee. Eleanor Clark will be
of Thomaston.
in charge of the checkroom and
Mrs. Annie Rogers is general Dorothy Cook the procurement of
chairman with Nina Hatch being corsages for the models. Other
in charge of the models. Margaret committee members are. Ruth Hall,
Treat is the reservation chairman, Pearl McFarland and Margaret
and Ina Keizer the head of the stone. Jeanne Williams will be
refreshment committee.
pianist for the show and Margaret
The prizes will be arranged by Melgard the commentator.

Mrs. George Tibbetts; Cards and
Flowers; Mrs. Ray Worthen, chair
man, Mrs. Ralph Bennett, Mrs.
Carl Lane and Mrs. Harold Bovnton; Church Nursery; Mrs. Herbert
Inman chairman, Miss Bernice
Firth, Mrs. Lawrenre Crane and
Mrs. Rose Kelley; dramatics; Mrs
Evelyn Goodwin, chairman, Mrs.
Jocelyn
Christie, Mrs.
Ha.ry
Tounge and Miss Bertha Clason;
Christmas Bazaar: Mrs. C. K. Passmore, Mrs. Millett Perkins and Mrs.
William Brown; publicity, Miss
Helen Rich; finance committee:
Mrs. Ralph Bennett, Mrs. Harold
Boynton, Mrs. Gerald Dalzell and
Mrs. Fred Powers.
During the business meeting it
was voted by the members cf Good
Cheer to donate $50 to the Cam
den Community Hospital.
Miss Annie Quigley has returned
from a visit wi h her sister, Miss
Helen Quigley, in Worcester, Mass.,
and a trip to Atlantic City, N. J.

NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Rice of Bos
ton were guests of Mr .and Mrs.
Argyle MacDonald recently. On
their return to their home they
were accompanied by Mrs. Rice’s
father, James MacDonald, who will
visit with them for awhile.
Mrs. Mellie Gillis returned home
from West Buxton last Tuesday.
She was accompanied by her
daughter, Mrs. Parker Crockett and
three children, Jane, Ronald and
Allen who will spend the week
here.
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Quinn and
son, Stanley, Jr, spent a few days
in Rockland last week.
While
there they attended the wedding
of Mr. Quinn's niece, Miss Lucille
Quinn and Robert Jones.
Milton Dyer and Jack Miller of
the Army Air Corps spent last

The most desired woman in
all France!

By Night . . .
Most daring
swordsmen:

of

the

King's

MRS. ROBERT CREAMER
Correspondent

Simonton Dances

Telephone 240
Farm Bureau Women Hold
Mrs. Frances Gross, president of
First Tuesday For Hall
; the Waldoboro Woman's Club has
Equipment Fund

Rodney Linnell will be the caller
at the first of a series of square
dances at the Simonton Corner
Community Hall. May 1. The Si
monton Corner Farm Bureau plans
to buy equipment for the Commun
ity Hall as their project this year.
The group hopes these square
dances to finance the project.
The group announces that Mr.
Linnell will give free square dance
instruction in the afternoon.
The P.T.A. is serving a public
baked bean supper from 5.30 to 7
p. m. to promote projects the group
is planning.

week-end at home with their par
ents.
Mrs. Robert Smith and Rose
Marie Baird has returned home
after a two week's visit in Beverly,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Smith of
Canada are guests of Mrs. Smith’s
parents, Mr and Mrs. Bernard
Mills.
Mrs. Freda Smith was guest of
honor at a stork shower at the
home of her sister, Mrs. John
Brown last Thursday night. Re
freshments were served.
Mrs.
Smith received many lovely gifts.
Guests were Olive Gregory, Rose
Marie Smith. Dorothy Quinn, Jane
Shields. Corice Hurd, Louise Mor
rison, Lucy Morrison, Marjorie
Brown, Florence Brown. Barbara
Adams. Elizabeth Buker, Nettie
Crockett, Florence B. Brown, Nan
Beverage, Cynthia Witherspoon,
Alice Grant, Venita Arey, Agnes
Mills, Arlene Brown. Frances Smith
and Edith Mills.
The Pallaside* of the Hudson
are from 300 to 500 feet high.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
By Day . . .

WALDOBORO

released the following committees
for the coming year: Program,
Bettie Thomas, Harriet Holden.
Elizabeth Hilton, Alice Stenger, and
Frances Randolph; Ways and
Means, Pauline Miller, Nancy
Hanna, Hazel Eaton, Bertha Irving,
Esther Vanderpool and Peggy
Cooney; Finance Committee, Jessie
Keene, Elsie Mank and Maude
Clarke Gay; Publicity Committee,
Gladys Ghighi and Freda Gibson;
Membership
Committee,
Heler.
Perry, Lillian Reed and Jane Len
fest; House Committee, Rose West
on, Marguerite Riley and Lucy
Woodbury; Music Committee, Mar
ion MacRae and Katherine Dow;
Lincoln Home Committee, Theresa
Chute, Nan Weston, Viola Kuhn
and Lydia Morse.
Bobby Hanrahan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hanrahan returned
from the Knox County General
Hospital Thursday where he had
been a patient for a few days.
The South Waldoboro Farm Bu
reau will observe Home Demon
stration Week, April 30 to May 5
by serving tea at the Ledge Schoolhouse Friday afternoon May 4 from
2-4 o’clock. Articles made by the«
South Waldoboro Farm Bureau
will be on display. The public is
cordially invited to attend.
Th? last meeting of the year of
the P. T. A. will be held Thursday,
May 3 at the Waldoboro High
School at 8 o’clock. The Future
Homemakers will display some of
the work which they have done
this year and they will furnish the
program. Also at the meeting, of
ficers for the ensuing year will be||
elected. The public is cordially inAmerican Legion Auxiliary will
meet Wednesday night May 2 at
the Legion Hall. Installation of of-

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
It's Terrific and Being HELD OVER Everywhere. We
Are Showing It For 4 Days Only, So Plan To Come Early.
Sunday, 3.09 continuous to 1030—Mon., Tues., Wed., 2.00—6.40—8.45
Daylight Saving Time
■.
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f
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7 just got through paging the bills for

’Mexfindie (J'nnnr.ii^

MAGNIFICENT ADVENTURE
OF FRANCE AFLAME...

her bedding Qndnou/... 3

BaB>Y!'

f

EDWARD L
ALPERSOM
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The SwOFJ}

SPENCER

TRACT
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JOAN

BENNETT
ELIZABETH
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WLOR

‘Last Of the
Buccaneers”
In Technicolor—Plus
Doug Kennedy, Jean Willies

“Revenue Agent”
Chap.

13, Cody, Pony Express

You'll neve, guess
they finally cslietI )t

ORGE MONTGOMERY!
PAULA CORDAY
• Edward L Alpewi Product

Rrfewei bv
Twwtietfc Century fa

SUN.-MON., APRIL 29-30
M-G-M's Musical Romance
In Glorious Technicolor

“Two Weeks
With Love”

Van Heflin, Yvonne De Carlo
Preston Foster. Jack Oakie
Tom Tully in

Jane Powell, Louis Calhern
Ricardo Montalban

"TOMAHAWK"
In Technicolor

•WYOMING MAIL”

STARTS TUESDAY

LAST TIMES TODAY

“RATON PASS,’’ Dennis Morgan—Also
’ BELLE Le GRAND, " Vera Ralston
Today: 1.30—6.30—7.45
ENDS SATURDAY
GARY COOPER
JANE GREER in

“YOU’RE IN THE
NAVY NOW”

ROCKLAND

li;

Health Portal
Social Matters

♦.
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

McLain P. T. A.

Has Birthday Party

Over 100 persons were present
Monday night at the McLain P.T.A.
meeting. Mrs. Diana Pitts, of the
High School faculty, assisted by
William Talbot gave a resume of
the highlights of her recent trip to
New Orleans and showed colored
slides of many points of historic
interest.
Our visitors from the South
School P.T-A. were very much in
evidence and their support was
greatly appreciated. Ernest Jor.es
spoke briefly to the audience at the
beginning of the meeting.
The attendance banner was won
by Mrs. Rhoades First Grade class
with 95 points.
The Fluorine treatment of the
second graders' teeth started
April 24.
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Morton Estes, Mrs Raymond Jor
dan, Mrs. Edward Mayo and Mrs.
William Karl which were enjoyed
by all present.
Elizabeth L. Black, Secretary.

The Baptist Parish
Holds Its Annual Meeting—
The Sum Of $18,000 Re
ceived and Disbursed

The annual nuet.ng of the First
The Womans Auxiliary of St.
Mrs. Minnie Rogers and daugh
Bap'ist Parish was held Wednes
Peter's Church will meet the first ters Misses Eva and Ruth Rogers,
BBH 1
day night preceded by a supper
1 ■SS 1i 8
were in Dover-Foxcroft Thursday,
Thursday in May.
prepared by the ladies of Oppor
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. Eric
iQQO 1
Johnnie Koster has returned to Love.
tunity Class.
his Broad street home following
The moderator, Joseph W Rob
a r r1
E
The MacDonald Class met at the
seven months hospitalization—five
inson, presided, assisted by Dr
- months at Children's Hospital, Bos home of Anne Billings in ThomasLuther F. Bickmore, parish clerk
ton and two months at Knox Hos i ton Thursday night, with Agnes
The principal business was tne
Young and Blanche Gardner and
pital.
hearing of the financial reports
Muriel Thurston as assisting host
and the elect.on of officers for the
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Willett, esses. A Bible S'.udy was conduct
coming
year.
sons Scott and Stephen, were re ed by Mrs. Young after the business
Tuesday night the "R. N. Club"
As treasurer, Joseph W. Roomcent guests of Mrs. Willett’s par meeting. Those present were Mar
Miss Betty Lou Hanley, daugh son, reported total receipts and
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lisle Saunders jorie Bickmore; Charlotte Cook. held a very interesting meeting.
Walter Boardway, Custodian of
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Seth Hanley, disbursements of
over $18,000
of North Bucksport.
Dorothy Baxter, Syoelle Mills. Em State Parks at North Edgecomb,
of Rockland celebrated her fifth This included $4600 given for mis
Chapin Class meets Tuesday ma Hill, Susan Bowley, Florence showed colored slides of the various
birthday Saturday afternoon at sionary work as reported by Sid
' Young, Edith Erickson, Eertha State Parks in Maine, discussing in
night with Mrs. Gladys Orff.
the home of her grandparents. Mr ney H. Pierce, benevolence trea
Bell, Virginia Stcddard, Harriet teresting phases of each park, its
and Mrs. Floyd Robertson of surer, and $4200 received through
Jasper Akers,
retired Naval Emery, Mrs. Kate Brawn. Marjorie
location, and facilities for campers.
Vinalhaven.
Refreshments of ice the mid-century Program of Pro
lieutenant commander, will speak Argyle, Audrey Teel, Eleanor MatMrs. Boardway, a registered nurse,
cream, and cake and cookies w re gress lund, Mrs. Marjorie Bickmore
at the Rockland Lions Club meet son, Beatrice Grant and Margaret
accompanied her husband to Rock
served in the garage which was treasurer. Many Sunday Sch o
ing Wednesday. His subject will be Chaples.
land.
prettily decorated with crepe paper classes and other organ-zations re
his personal experiences with Gen
—KCOH—
TAPLEY-PRATT
and balloons. Candy filled baskets ported missionary giving in addi
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hartley
Oakes
of
MacArthur aboard the USS Nash
Elmer E. Matthews, president of
George
Otis
Tapley,
son
of
Walwere
used as favors. Prizes for the tion to this.
Houlton,
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
ville on which Akers was stationed
the board of directors, brought in a ter Moore Tapley and Katherine marble hunt were won by Bet'y
Mrs.
Arthur
W.
Bowley.
Herman Hart, chairman of the
and which the Pacific area com
large supply of Life magazines, j ingraham Nixon of Suffolk street, E1I<n Burgess, Eeth Carleton, and finance committee, presented the
mander used as a flagship for sev
Miss Margaret Eagan, whose with others of different kinds for Rockland. was married last SunPolk. Betty Lou received proposed budget for the coming
eral operations.
marriage to Frank Lyver, B.M. 3. the patients.
day in Sterling Federated Church many nice gifts and a merry after year. It was adopted.
—KCOH—
Saiiy Richardson returned to her UJSS. Coast Guard, takes place in
(Congregational) Lancaster, Mass., noon was enjoyed. Present were
The nominating committee, El
Dr. Robert S. Myers, representa
home in Stonington Thursday af June, was hcnoied at a surprise
to Miss Frances Porter Pratt, daugh Mrs. Hollis Burgess, Jr., daughters mer L. Ames, chairman, and Mrs
tive
from
the
American
College
of
ter spending several days with her miscellaneous shower Wednesday
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George Erskine Betty Lou and Peggy. Mis. Walter Chloe M. Mills presented the fol
Surgeons, Chicago, Illinois, spent
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. John night given by her aunt, Mrs. Rob
Pratt, of Pratt's Junction. Mr. and Geary, twin sons Roily and Billy.
ert Powell, Sr., a: her home 5 In Friday at the Hospital surveying Mrs. Tapley will reside in Sterling, Timmy Dyer, Ruth Ann Bennett, lowing report wh.ch was accepted
M. Richardson.
and the officers elected as follows:
graham Lane. Afier Miss Eagan the units: checking the records; temporarily
i ®ail and Beth Carleton, Shirley
Moderator, Osmond A. Palmer;
J. G. Gath of Alford's Lake is opened her many lovely gifts a reviewing the policies; to suggest
____________
j ar.d Ronnie Davis, Patricia Dodge, pailsh clerk. Dr. Luther F. Bicka patient in the Maine General social evening with lefreshments improvements and better ways of
UZfxL TL_
Co: a Jean McDonald, Glenn Alley, | more; treasurer, Joseph W. Rob
With Ihe tolors
Lois Webster>
Mary Chandler
Hospital, Portland.
was enjoyed. Guests were: Mrs doing routine procedures in order
inson; assistant treasurer, Mrs
Thomas Eagan, Mrs. Walter Grif that the Hospital may remain on
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Simmons Laurette Shields, Brenda Beckman,
Lots Cassens; auditor, Herman M
The Catholic Womens Club as fin. Mrs. Henry Powell, Mrs. Ron the approved list.
of Warren had a letter from their Lillian Philbrook.
Hart; trustee for seven years, Her
sisted by the Daughters of St. ald Packard, Mrs. William Legage
—KCOH—
son. Pfc. Philip Simmons, who is
____________
man M. Hart; member of finance
Bernard's held a very successful Miss Jaiqueline Snow, Miss Eliza Cards received from Mrs. Evelyn receiving treatment at the Percy
committee for five years, Herman
card party Thursday night at Hotel beth Carr, Miss Maxine D ntxrw Cates told us she was in Florida.
Jones Army Hospital, Battle Creek,
M. Hait; music committee, Mrs.
Rockland. The winners were: Mrs Miss Beulah Powell, Miss Averie
- KCOH—
Mich., for wounds suffered with
Dr.
Anna
Platt,
on
the
board
of
Nellie Magune, Mrs. Reta Robin
Hartley Savage, Mrs. Frederick Eaton and Miss Ka:herine Curry.
the 25th Division in Korea on
MRS. WILLA STEVENS
directors, who has been spending
son and Claron Shaw; nominating
Newcomb, Mrs. Leola Croix, Mrs.
Correspondent
March 7. Pvt. Simmons wrote that
the
Winter
in
Florida,
returned
to
■
committee. Charles Stackpole, Miss
William Coffield, Mrs. Davis Baum.
Lynda Ladd observed hr llth
it will be at least two months be
Alice McIntosh and Albert Mills
Mrs. Carl Benson, Ray Foley, A. D birthday Thursday by entertaining Friendship last week . Stopped in
Tel. Camden 2623
fore he returns home. A letter to
Jr., sex'.on, Ralph Stickney.
Morey, \frs. Rugsell Richardson, friends at the home of her grand- ; the Hospital Tuesday, to review the
Mr. and Mrs. Simmons from at
Ushers appointed were chairman
Mrs. Ray Duff, Mrs. Ray Jordan, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis M board procedures and developments
M.ss Gladys Blackington is at
taches at the hospital informed
Mrs. Herman Carr. Mrs. Lconise Rokes, 98 Pleasant street. Lynda during the past months.
the M issachuset'.s General hospital Millard Hart; assistant chairman
; them that a second operation will
_ ______
Delano, Mrs. George Phillips, Mrs. received many nice gilts. Refresh
where she is undergoing treatment. Herman Hart; Aluert Mills, Sr.. Lu
The
Junior
Women
’
s
Club
met
j1x1 performed on their son’s right Gladys would like to hear from ther Bickmore, Lloyd
Argyle
John Chisholm, Hilma Bradstreet. ments including sandwiches, ice
Mrs. Wilfred Muilen, Mrs. Fred cream, punch and two birthday at the Eok Nurses Home Tuesday artn' and then he will be fitted to h« friends, so how about dropping Charles Collins, Milton Elweli,
LaCrosse, Mrs. Charles Fairweather, cakes were ser.ed. Mrs. Rokes was evening, and following their busi- an artificial arm before his return a line. Her address Is Massachu Cleveland Morey, Charles Mitchell
Benjamin DowlingT Ms. Alice Sta assisted in serving by Lynda's ness meeting, wrapped supplies for ^ome' He still awaits fitting for setts General Hospital, White 5, Clifford Gardner, Edmund Wotlon.
1 glasses for they were lost at the Bos',on, Mass.
Elmer Ames, Franklin
Wood
ples, Mrs. Caroline Tower, Mi?. mother, Mrs. Maurice Lake. Guests the hospital.
. ..... ........
time he was wounded. Pvt. SimJames Brazier, Mrs. Aime Beau were: Joan Hudson, loan St. Peter, Baker will hold special gospel serv- I mons
The beautiful baritone of Mr. Laurel Shaw, Larry Bell, Ralph
evacuated by air from
Chaples, Charles Sewall, Laurence
doin, Perley Simmons. Door prize, Agnes Kent, Ann? Peterson, Judy
this the Army Hospital in Tokyo, Japan, Dann wiu bc heard in a
sCn8
Mrs. John Thompson, the lamp, Harriman, Adele Grossman, Jan ices April 29 to May 6 at
Pooler. Donald Taylor, John Black,
are and arrived at Battle Creek, Mich., ' reciu: at the Rockport Baptist
Mrs. J. F. Burgess, cake, Mrs. Ar ice McIntosh, Jackie Ka'er and church in Friendship. All
man, Charles Grant. Henry Nair,
I April 7. He is up and about the | Church Suada>’ nlght at 7 °'clockcordially invited to attend.
thur Doherty.
Mary Ellen Brown.
I hospital some, according to his let- He wlU Present songs in the morn Albert MiUs, Jr., Charles Stackpole
M. and Mrs. Myron Simmons
ing at 11 at the Thomaston Bap Douglass Mills and the deacon-.
Scott Willett observed his fourth
Mrs. Clinton Bowley will enter and family and Mr. and Mrs Still ter.
Interesting reports of activities
A description of hospital facili tist Church.
birthday Friday, wi'.h a birthday tain the Tonian Circle of the Cni- man Havener were in Kent's Hill
during the past year were given
Don't forget to set your clocks
ties has been received from headparty. Scott is the son of Mr. and versalist Church Wednesday eve Sunday
by the following organizations:
ahead one hour tonight, Daylight
Mrs. Gregory Willett, 26 Holmes ning at her home on Granite street
Mrs. Otto Rcdamer and Miss : duarters as follows.
Sunday School, Woman’s As.-ociaLeola Meres, R N„ were in Port- j "Perc>’ Jones Arm>’ Hospital is Saving Time is here again.
street. His cake was made by Mrs
tion. Mission Circle. Kalloch Class.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Phillips, j
The Municipal Maids were enter land Friday on business.
0Ile °f the Army s newest and finVena Lynn and decorated by his
Opportunity
Class,
MacDonald
Cathy, and Miss Helen Smail re- i
mother, Mrs. Joy Willett in the tained for dessert and canasta
Rev .and Mrs. E. E. Pender were est hospitals. It is now the Army's
Class, Browne Club, Ingraham
afier visiting
form of a carousel, complete with Thursday night by Mrs. Keryn ap in Deer Isle Thursday and Friday, center for treatment of frost bite turned Monday
Class, F.E.W. Are We Class, Young
; friends and relatives in Whitins-)
red and white canopy, colorful Rice at her home on Lindsey street where they were speakers at the casualties from Korea.
People’s Dept., Intermediate Dept
"General and orthopedic surgery V!l‘e' Ma s
poles made of drinking straws, with Mrs. Frederick D. Farnsworth Adventist Sunshine Church.
Junior Dept. Beginners Dept.; and
Mr.
Mrs..................................
George Ausplund the Magune Bible Study Class.
with animal crackers at the base as guest. Members present we:e:
Dr. Anna Platt, Miss Marya 1 ttnd neurosurgery cases are also
— and
................
! of Owls Head were d.nner guests J Tiie supper was served by Op
Mrs. Willett served, assisted by Mrs. William Cross, Mrs. June Bamfnrd and Miss Hilma Sairanen ; received there.
wide range of occupational r.ur.day of Mr. and Mrs. Edward portunity Class under the chair
Joanne Edwards of Thomaston, Champlin, Jr., Mrs. Nettie Bird have returned from Florida, where
i therapy and recreational facilities Ausplund, Russell avenue.
cousin of little Scott, Other re Frost and Miss Katherine Veazie. they spent the Winter.
manship of Mrs. Marion Lindsey
freshments served were ice cream
Several men frem here are em- ' are offered. These include swimThis week has been a popular assisted by Mrs. Nellie Magune
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leforest
A.
Thurs

ployed at carpentering in Booth- j fiPf® pools, a 10-lane bowling alley, one for birthdays. Saturday Stuart Mrs. Bernice Leach, Mrs. Alice Ka
in seven flavors, lollipops and
' a theatre, and a large gymnasium Far: ham. Stevie Dietz, and Tim ler, Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, Mrs. Cor
punch. Prizes were given to Don ton and Mr. and Mrs. Freeman A. bay
lor...: . le.iaed their respective ns Randall, Mrs. Frames Sherer
ald Kalloch and Stephen Craig Young attended the Maine Real
Mrs. Edgar Johnson of Stone's and solarium.
Scott received many lovely gifts Estate Association meeting in Ban Point was a Wednesday aftemaon ■
An armed forces radio station birthdays by treating their guests Mrs. Carrie Brown, Mrs. Ethel
Guests were Joanne Edwards; Mrs gor on Tuesday.
visitor of Mrs. A. O. Rodamer.
j's operating from 8 a. m. to 10 p. m., to the movies in the afternoon Colburn, and Mrs. Ada Prescott
Vicki Haskell, daughters Sharon
ar.d later to a hot dog roast with1 Mrs. Chris: ine Dorr was chairman
Claude Patch of Stoneham, Mass., i dad>' ’
Mr. and Mrs. Allen J. Murray
and Andrea; Mrs. Virginia Kal
spent several days last week at his 1
has been learned that Philip's all the
limmings at the Boat of the dining room decorations, as
have just returned from a two
loch, son Donnie; Mrs. Lucille
Summer home on Darts Point.
27th birthday anniversary falls on Club. Tho-c joining in the fun sisted by Mrs. Hattie Gardner.
weeks trip to Charleston, S. C. and
Jacobson, sons Kenney and Ste
Mrs. Lorenzo Creamer of Sorren- ■
« and it is planned to send him were: Clement Farnham, Harold
During the supper Mrs. Mac
Kingsport, Tenn.
ven; Mrs. Ruth Benner, son
to, Maine, is a guest of her daugh- a shower of cards for that date. Crockett, Rc'.rnd Nutt, Frank Kib Donald was surprised with the pre.
Butchie; Mrs.
Mary Sullivan
ter and son-in-law. Dr. F. Earl ' Friends may reach him at the fol be. Jr., Stephen Goodridge, Carl senta'.ion of a lovely birthday cake
FRIENDSHIP
daughters Jo-Ann and Rae; Mrs
Rhodes, Waller and Ronald Pen
Richardson of Rockland who are lowing address:
The following were waitresses:
Mr. and Mrs. George Hunt of living in Friendship during the
Pfc. Philip J. Simmons, E. R. dleton, Herbert and George Hoche, Mrs. Helen Perry, head waitress,
Millie Philbrook, son Tommy; Ste
Boston
and
Friendship
spept
sev

51038652, Percy Jones Army Hos Howard Apollcnio, Sandy and Jim Mrs. Christine Dorr, Mrs. Cora
phen Willett, Linda Miller, Ste
Summer.
phen Craig and Anita Plourde. eral days last week at their home
Miss Katherine Jameson was a pital, Ward 3, Section 5, Battle mie Graffam, Mr. and Mrs. S'.uart Ware, Judy Burns, Marjorie Bettis
Sending gifts but unable to attend here.
Farnham, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Helen Snowman, Mildred Copeland
guest of relatives in Thomaston Creek, Mich.
Mrs. Alice Bessey is a surgical Monday.
were: Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lynn
Graffam, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Betty Richardson, Carol Elwell,
Charles Gifford, USN, returned Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fisher,
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Willett, Mr patient in a Bangor hospital.
Mrs. Laura Poland has returned
Beverly Kitching and Janice Stan
Mrs. H. A. Thompson of Lowell home from Medford, Mass., where to Newport, R. I., Thursday after Mr and Mis. Charles Torrey ol
and Mrs. Phillip Willett, Mr. and
ley.
]
spending
a
10-day
furlough
with
has
been
a
guest
for
several
days
of
Beliast, and Mr. and Mrs. Francis!
Mrs. Lewis Williett, Mr. and Mrs
she spent the Winter. Dr. and
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Philip Edwards, Mrs. Mary Staf her sister, Mrs. Harvey Simmons.
Hamabe. Mr. Hamabe entertained Ruth Graffam were in Portland.
Mr. Frank Richardon of Medford
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hall and have been recent guests of Mrs. B. Gifford, Old County Road, Rock thc group with his puppet show
ford, Mr. and Mrs. Lisle Saun
Monday.
land. He has completed his boot
ders, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Arey, Mr. and Mrs. K E. Thompson at Poland.
and needless to say that everyone
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ludwick
training
at
Newport
and
will
be
sons, Donnie and Dickey and tended services at Tenant's Harbor
j enjoyed the act.
are
moving to Cumberland Center
transferred to Norfolk, Va., for
Monday for the late Alfred C
Kathie Kalloch.
Richie Sims had a family lunch this week-end where Mr. Ludwick
assignment
to
a
carrier.
Hocking.
eon to celebrate his eighth birth- j has employment.
• • • •
See the latest styles In Furs and
New pews have been installed
day
and they all took in a movie
The Try-to-Help Club met with
Pfc. Clifton E. Hunt, husband of
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top and other improvements made in
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
Mrs Myrtle Hunt, and son of Mr. afterwards. Those present were: Mrs. Lena Tominski Monday with
1-tf the Adventist Church. Dr. Lee
jand Mrs. Chester Hunt is now lo- Sharon and J<rry Graffam' °°ttle I 12 in attendance. The next meet
cated in Korea with the 17th Field , Ruth Rlchards’ and Jimmie and' ing will be April 30 at the home
Artillery. His address is: Pfc. Clif- :Sa!ldy Graffam.
of Mrs. Edith Overlock, Camden
Carol Goodridge had a group of road.
ton E. Hunt, US 51038659, 17th
Field Artillery Bn. C Battery. APO her frlends lo helP her cerate
Church News
301, % Postmaster, San Francisco, her flfth birthday. Those present
Morning worship at the Baptist
were. Kris.in Larsen, Ellen Me- Church will be held at 10.45 with
ROCKLAND, ME.
' Ph,eters, Judy Grey, David Spear, Rev. Carl W. Small's sermon topic
442 MAIN ST..
TEL. 721
A Portuguese exporter is offering Brenda Erick-on, Betty Lee Sha- being:
t» — t
"Christ Our Advocate.’
51-S-tf
Americans octopus and cuttlefish 'ou and Jay Barrows. Games Church School will foil »w at 11.45
-------------------------------------------- I were played and then the group
with classes for all ages.
The
gathered around a festive table for Youth Group mee:s at 6 p. m
always popular refreshments. Each The Evangelistic service will be at
guest was given a party hat and 7 p m., at which time Rev. Ro
the guest of honor received many bert L. Dann, baritone soloist, will
lovely gifts.
be special guest and give a pro
Wednesday afternoon, Howard gram of sacred music. Prayer
Apollonio had his turn and the Meeting and Bible Study will be
(•pay
CASH YOU GET
at
rain failed to dampen activities Thursday night with Mr. Small’s
Monthly
Now three fast ways to get cash
$400
$600
Those celebrating with Howard on topic "The Contrast Between Be
from f&iboncd. One. Phone—for
his eighth birthday were: Tim lievers and Unbelievers.”
IS Mos.
$31.13
$46.70
1-visit loan. Two. Write or phone
OX ROUTE 1, WARREN
Jones, Sandy and Jimmie Graf
20 Mos.*
24.46 -36.69
—for loan by mail. Three. Come in
Divine worship in the Methodist
get cash in person at
—
fam, Stephen Goodridge, and Eelie Church will be at 9.45 Sunday
M.
I.,
W.
Above
poymenti
cover
Six-room Home with bath, sun-porch, new hot
where it’s “yes” to 4 out of 51
everything!
Loans of other amount*,
Sprague. The big moment came School will follow at 10.45 with
or for other periods, are in prop«C
”1 Loons $1000 and less
I
when very delicious refreshments Ernest Crockett, superintendent
*<»•
(12a)
air furnace; also gas floor furnace. Garage and
T^TAonat
i were served including the tra- The Methodist You'h Fellowship
| ditional cake.
(tars to say moutbuildings; iy2 acres of land.
will meet at the Rockport Church
Pete Anthony of Augusta was at 5 p. m.
fu
dinner guest at the Edward AusO» MAIM
Pajamas and Nighties, sizes 4 to
plunds' recently. Pete is a friend
2nd PL, (FARNSWOtTH MIMORIAl BUC.) 336 MAIN IT., IOCKLAND
Phone: 1131 • Phillip Cowpb.ll, YES MANogo
14.
$2.79. Children’s
Specialty
of
Eddie
Jr.
’
s.
TEL. 5 or 27,
THOMASTON, ME.
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIl NOON
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Graffam, Shop, over the Paramount, 375
49-51

ROCKPORT

FOR SALE

House-Sherman, Inc.

3 ways to Get Cash

'P&i&cna£!

ALBERT B. ELLIOT

r&toonai FINANCE CO.
loom mod. It reiidcatt ot oil lorroandiny towm

Mis. Beatrice Richards and Mrs. Mam street.

50-51

and what fun it must have been
Petra
Transjordaina includes within its "feeding" her. The prize winners
boundaries "Petra ' whose name in are as follows: First Prize; Ron
itself implies "Rock" and is called ald Peterson, Vinalhaven. Second
by some "the rose-red city, half as Prize: Arlene Cushman: Third
Prize: Charles Little.
old as time.”
The happy season of "MayPetra, the ancient stronghold
and treasure ci:y of the Nabath- baske s" is here again and in keep
eans, was situated in the "desert ing with it the contest this week
of Edom", in Northern Arabia, ntar will be to draw a maybasket. As
the points of intersection of the it is difficult at present to use the
great caravan rou.es from Palmyra pictures in the Courier, if you
Gaza, Egypt and h'.e Persian Gulf. wish crayons may be used, some
This walled-city was approached know that it is acceptable but once
by a deep cut or chasm which in again we announce it as Maybas
,-ome places was cnly 12 feet wide, ket time is such a colorful time and
while the rocky walls of red sand you may wish to use colors, crayons
stone tower more than 100 feet only. Hope you all receive a lotabove. This cut was not cut straight don’t eat too many sweets and
but crooked, had many sharp turns remember—give Mom and Dadso that it could be defended from Something.
their tnemies by a mere handfull
of men.
This hand-chisled stone city is
now the famous ruins of Petra,
Attaining High
the Khusna or treasury of Pharoah. Students
Ranks Are Listed By
The ruins include temples, houses,
theatres and tombs, all hewn out
Principal Perkins
of the liv.ng rock. The temple
The honor roll for the third term
Edeir" seen above, has a magni
ficent carved facade, 150 feet long at Warren High School is as follows:
Senior Class, all A's. Morgan Bar
and 138 fee: high.
In the early history of this ter bour. Charles Dolham. Carol How
ritory we find the name Seir of ard. Maxine Lindsey Marilyn Da
Edom was applied to the whole vies, Janet Phi'brook. A's and B's,
country from the Dead Sea to the Annette Cogan, Germaine Heald,
Gulf of Akabah. This land was Frederick Kenniston, Faye Payson,
Marion Starrett and Henry Waisa
about 100 miles long.
Edom was the surname of Esau nen.
who Bible history tells us was the Junior Class, all A's, Mary Berry,
sen of Isaac and Recekah and was Dorothy Carroll. Ernestine Hart
disinherited through the guile of ford, Jane Pendleton. A’s and B’s,
Norman Ahlholm, and Alta Heald.
his younger brother Jacob.
The people called the Edomites Sophomore Class, al! A's, Avis
were closely connected with Israel. Gammon. Freda Hill, Fhyllis Lelno.
They were conquered by Saul and As and B's, Ronald Carter, Jean
subdued by David and were sup- Kinney. Sally Norwood Carolyn
ject to Judah till the reign of Jo- Payson, and Flora Wiley.
Freshman Class, all A's. James
ram. They regained the independ
i Durrell, Loraine Perry. A's and
ence under Ahaz.
After the fall of Judah they be B's. Gilbert Martin, Tessie Miller,
came masters of southern Pales ! Valerie Robinson and Carl Wood.
tine. but were defeated by Judas Those who have not been absent
Maccabaeus about 165 B. C. The or tardy during the whole term are
eastern part wi'.h Selah called "Pe Joan Mathews and Tessie Miller.
tra” had been in the hands of the
Nabgtheans.
OWL’S HEAD
The western part Idumaea was Mothers Club Council will meet
held by Jewish governors, one of I Wednesday night. May 2, at the
whom. Antipater, became procur , Ash Point School at 7 o'clock.
ator of all Judea in 47 B. C. His
son was "Herod the Great.”
After the destruction of Jeru
salem 70 A. D. the country was
merged into Arabia's Petra, and
the name Idumaea disappeared
A PRECIOUS GIFT FOR
from history.
"Good reading and good books
are rare jewels in the crown of
knowledge.” WKB
Ifyour Mother is hard-of-hearing,
CONTEST NOTES
surprise her with the tiny new
It was surprising how Teal" the Zenith "Royal” or extra-power
drawings received for lambs this ful "Super-Royal" Hearing Aid.
week were The story about the Take it with you —Zenith Aid#
are ready-to-wear! 10-day return
little lamb, "Maisy” was very nice privilege.

Warren Honor Roll

tfeawtq.,

MOTHER’S DAY

RUMMAGE
SALE
SATURDAY, APRIL 28

Nadeau’s Restaurant Bldg.
(Corner Main and Park Streetai

9.06 A M.
i Benefit Ladles Aid Littlefield
Memorial Church
40-51
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HEARING AIDS
By

the Molten of World-Famovt Zenith
Radio*, FM ond Television Set*
Headband and
Conduction Device®
Available at Moderate Eitra Coat

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.
408 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

60*5MM

Tues3ay-Tfiur$3ay-SaTuFBay *
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youngest member of the faculty at
Curtis.
He has concertized widely, and
for the past six years he has head
ed the Piano Department at Manhattanvilie College in New York
City, and this pa t Winter has also
conducted master classes at Columcia University. He is particu
larly adept in teaching, showing a
definite flair and affection for it.
And .-peaki.ig cf Curti Insti
tute of Mus; -. ir. the late t irsue
of Mu'ical America is announced
the resignation- ol Greg r Piatigorsky from the ’cello department
and of William Primrose from the
vicla and chamber music department . Mr. Platigor. ky’s distant
residenae he moved to I,os An
more than a year age -together
with increasing cone ;-rt and record
ing commitments, as well as his
work cn ’cello transcriptions,
have caused him to make this de
cision about discontinuing his in
stitute duties. Mr Primrose’s rea
son for resigning is due to his ex
tensive tours both in this country
and abroad
Any future teaching will be
confined to private lessons or mus
ter classes, and he has already
scheduled master classes in viola
at the Geneva Conservatory from
July 10 to Aug. 15. Mr. Primrose
has been making his first tour of
Israel, and he will later play at
the Festival of Britain, the Aldeburgh Festival, and the Casals
Festival in Perpignan. He will net
be returning to the United States
until some time in 1952.
Mr Piatigorskv, whose wife is
one of the Rothchilds, was a
Summer resident in Rockport for
two seasons. Mr. Primrose was a
guest in Rockport of Mme. Lea
Luboshutz one Summer and it was
rumored at that time that he had
purchased a lot with the intention
of erecting a Summer residence,
but nothing came of it.
Among several who have written
me saying "I wish you could hear
the dePaur Infantry Chorus,” is
Mrs. Marie Singer, formerly of
Thomaston, now at Milliken House,
Bates College. Mrs-. Singer writes:
•Recently I attended a concert
of the dePaur Infantry Chorus at
the Lewiston Armory. It was a
most delightful experience for me,
and one greatly appreciated by
that large assembly of people. One
could have heard a pin drop—ac
cording to the old saying—through
out the entire program.
"I wish that Knox County people
could have this chorus in its Com
munity Concert series. I am al
ways wishing that other people may
enjoy what I have the privilege of
enjoying, especially anything as
fine as this chorus.”
Back in March I had a para
graph in the Realm of Music about
a new type of harmonica just put
on the market by the Magnus Har
monica Corporation, devoting a
portion of the paragraph to Finn
Magnus, who heads this company
as president.
The announcement about the
harmonica interested me as I have
always felt the harmonica provided
an outlet for a youngster without
much financial outlay and without
much instruction—and don't you
remember when there were many
Howard 17 I Premier)
■ harmonica bands in the lower
HERMAN P. SWEETSER j school grades?
And. too, the story of Mr. Magnus
CUMBERLAND CTR. MAINE
38-52 interested me—a Norwegian who

Notable in forthcoming musical
events is the concert at Commun
ity Building on May 1 featuring
the school bands of Rockport,
Thomaston, Rockland and St
George under the direction ol Vere
B Crockett This will be the first
offering of this kind in recent
years, due to the fact that until
about two years ago bands were
very much lacking in county
school .
An outstanding leature of the
program will be the appearance oi
a composite student band, the first
in local school history. A total of
4fl musicians has been chosen and
rehearsed for the event, and the
exciting annoim. ement ls m ,de
that Warren S. Preeman. Dean of
the Boston University College of
Music, will be the gue.-t conductor
for this composite student band,
through the invitation of Director
Crockett.
Dean Freeman ia a
recognized authority In music and
music instructions fields, and is
the author of several books on
these subjects which are widely
used.
Each school band will play as
a unit during the program, with
the composite unit presenting the
greater part of the program.
It is earnestly hoped that there
will be a capacity audience on
hand, for such an undertaking,
which is involving hours and hours
of rehearsal, merits whole-hearted
support. And it is inspiring to feel
that our boys and girls are partici
pating in such an activity and that
in many cases will open up new
vistas in music for them to enrich
their lives in the years to come
In the mail the past week many
of our local pianists have received
announcements from the Northern
Conservatory of Music in Bangor
(where Richard Giles is studying
voice) that a concert and master
classes are to be conducted by Wil
liam Harms, pianist, of New York,
on May 9. 19, and 11.
The 3-day progTam will open
with Mr. Harms’ concert the eve
ning cf May 9 in the auditorium of
the John Boost School and the
following two days will be devoted
to the master classes designed es
pecially to meet problems en
countered concerning piano-forte
teaching, interpretation, technique
and so on.
These various phases of keyboard
mastery will be discussed and illus
trated. Private lessons may also
be arranged during this 3-day
period. Miss Laurel Clements of
the Conservatory staff heads the
committee in charge. She has sent
me details and I shall be glad to
give whatever information pos
sible.
The final arrangements
were to be made by Aprli 23. but
I am quite certain there would be
exceptions for those living as far
away as Rockland and vicinity.
Mr. Harms needs no introduction
to us. He has been a Bummer
resident in Rockport for many
years, in recent years owning his
own home there, and appearing
occasionally in concert. He stud
ied with Josef Hoffman at the
Curtis Institute of Music for seven
years, after which he become the

Strawberry Plants

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE
COMPANY
Hartford. Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1950
Real Eatate
8 16.178,725.82
Mortgage Loans
374,643.748.80
Stocks and Bonds
1,144.701.152.44
Cash in Office and Rank
8.834.122.08
Interest and Rents
8,773.947.06
Gross Assets—Accident
Department
344.267.294.12
All Other Assets
10t.41S.891.tf4
Gross Assets
>1,990.814.881.97
Deduct items not admitted
4,927,792.46
Admitted
31.994.887,089.61
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
525.238 84
Net Unpaid Losses
9
6.525.976.75
Unearned Premiums
Liabilities— Accident
Department
202.194.900.31
All Other Liabilities
1,564.925.872.91
Special Surplu* Funds
61.671.002.03
Cash Capital
40.000.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities 120.044.098.67
Total Liabilities and
Surplus
81.994.887,089.31

«
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CASUALTY A SURETY
COMPANY
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1950
Cash on Hand and in Banks i 8,984,736.9*
j U. S. Government Bonds
51.314,177.00
i Other Bonds
53,-47.971.00
Stocks
48.032.797.60
Mortgage Loans
143,708.94
Real Eatate
1.581,142.67
' Premium Balances
11,808,036.49
Interest Due and Accrued
632,234.68
THE

AETNA

Other Assets

’

i

,

■
1

THE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
CO. OF HARTFORD, CONN.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1950
Cash on Hand and in Banks 3 7,498,652.42
U. S. Government Bonds
16.382.021.00
Other Bonds
24.757.679.00
Stocks of Affiliated Companies 6.685,937.50
Other Stocks
17,608.329.92
Premium Balances
7,832.767.47
Interest Due and Accrued
251.405.27
Other Assets
179,771.06
Total Admitted Assets
880.896.463.64
LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1950
Unearned Premium Reserve 834.267,220.09
Loss and Loss Expense Reserve 8.850,498.82
Tax Reserve
8.761.477.86 I
Other Liabilities
3.029.189.83
Special Advance Loss Account from
Excess Cover Reinsurers
2.460.000 00
Total Liabilities
1*2.848.386 09
Contingency Reserve
8 6,460,000.00
5,000.000.00
Capital
18.098.067 56
2048.067.65
Surplus
S89.t9tf.453 64
Total
Securities carried st S742.785.00 in above
statement art deposited with public aa*
thorium, aa required by law.

I

472,865.86

had- come to this country to ;4art
from scratch and to forge ahead
to become a very successful business
man. His biggest success has come
through a button factory, and the
Magnus Harmonica Corporation,
stemming from a hobby has added
a second success. His career pre
sent- a lively picture of a man
with ambition, perseverance, and
vision.
Well, you can imagine my sur
prise when one day not long ago
I received a letter from the Mag
nus Harmonica Corporation signed
by Harold Prince, Director Public
Relations, reading—in part:
“A week or so ago Mr Magnus
was dining in Palm Beach when a
waiter approached him with a copy
of The Courier-Gazette.
The
waiter explained that Rcckland vis
h > i-.-ms town. He -then showed
Mr Magnus a story on the Mag
nus Corporation WTittcn by you.
Naturally it delighted Mr. Magnus
it doe all of us. Mr. Magnus
thought you'd like to see and play
same ol the instruments you talked
about, so a flo.k cf them are going
if to you with his empliments."
.Naturally I was greatly pleased
with this letter, and must confess
I w.is completely floored when the
flock of harmonicas” cane In
my ignorance I more or less
thought of harmonicas as being
much like the simple type played by
youngsters cad had no idea what a
wide field the word harmonica”
covers. Here is a list of the “flock
of harmonics:”
A concertina, an electric organ,
an accordion, a horn harmonica
which produces a tremolo effect, a
keymonlca
blow accordion, a
chromatic harmonica, and one of
the small ordinary harmonicas- all
beautifully made cf plastics and of
course bearing the trade mark
Magnus.”
The small electric organ is par
ticularly intriguing It resembles a
small Hammond organ, only with
one keyboard itwo octaves*: it
plugs into an outlet and when
played produces a rich tone similar
to the accordion. Instruction books
are with the various types, but I
have to admit I haven’t even pro
gressed beyond the ' making sound”
stage. I shall be most happy to
have anyone interested come to see
the instruments. Charlotte Hop
kins and Esther Rogers already
say "Let's start a band!” Seriously,
the instruments are worth seeing—
they really are an eye-opener as to
what the word “harmonica” en
compasses.
I would so much like to know the
name of the waiter at Palm Beach.
I recall that In Portland a year
or so ago there was a concert given
by a symphony orchestra composed
entirely of piano accordions that
made an amazing impression on
the audience by the excellent play
ing which sounded much like the
real thing.
The orchestra bore
the name of the Gaviani Accordion
Symphony Orchestra and was di
rected by Frank Gaviani who is
with the Towle-Gaviani schools of
Lewiston and Portland. There
were 20 pieces in the ensemble, and
the progTam presented included
many of the favorite classics. It is
recalled that Otis C. Williams. Jr.,
the very able critic for the Press
Herald and Sunday Telegram gave
the concert a most favorable re
view.

GLEN COVE
Carl Freeman is making exten
sive repairs on his home.
Mrs. Merton Taylor and Mrs.
Herbert Black attended a meeting
of the Rebekahs in Hallowell
Monday night.
Warren Grant left this week for
employment in Limes'one.
Leonard Cousins is on vacation
from his duties at the Cement
Plant. Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Crossman
of Bangor were guests recently ol
Mr. and Mrs.E. B. Hall, also Wal
ter Sukeforth of Waldoboro.
Mrs Rexford Anderson returned
from Loudsville, Friday, where she
was called by illness of her mother
Mrs. Lette Pryor, who is much
: better.

Total Admitted Assets
8176,817,670.01
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
Read The Oourier-Gaaette
Unearned Premium
........
Reserve
I 48,608,798.2; j...........
Luu and Luu Expenae
RELIANCE INSURANCE CO.
Reserve
60,308.815.58
OF PHILADELPHIA
Tax Reserve
2.984.706.23
101 Walnut Street, Philadelphia 6. Pa.
Other Liabilities
4,977,876.42
ASSETS
DEC. 31. I960
rotal Liabilities
3122,880.196.4e
110.128.915.12
Stocks and Bonds
Contingency
885.164.87
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
Reserve
812,500.000.00
1,605.478.06
\genta’ Balances
Capital
6.000.000.00
24.766.18
Interest
and
Renta
Surplus
85,437,476.65 88.937,4<4.66
40,223.08
All Other Assets
lotal
3176.817.670.01
>12,684.547 26
Gross Asseta
Securities carried at 31.533.384.00 in strove
20.462 46
’
>•
duct
itema
not
admitted
ntatement are deposited with public au812,664,084.81
Admitted
thorities. aa required by law.
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1950
45-S-51 Net Unpaid
1 1.615.965.00
Losses
5,546.317.81
Untamed Premiums
THE STANDARD FIRE INSURAM 7.
295.70l.7tf
All Other Liabilities
COMPANY OF HARTFORD
2.000.000.00
C»«h C.piUl
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1950
3.206.100.24
•"•irplus over all Liabilities
Cash on Hand and in Banka
3 1,128.571.66
rotal Liabilities and Surplus 812.664,084.81
U. S Government Bonds
3,883,220.00
Other Bonds
6.293.965.00
45-S-51
Stocks
4.012.135.4
Premium Balances
1,423,386.16
Interest Due and Accrued
55,321.16
CALVERT EIRE INSURANCB CO.
Philadelphia, P.ana.
Other Assets
121.310.10
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1960
Total Admitted Assets SlS.917.908.tf7
Stock, and Ronda
849.677,.066.88
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
1.309 ,893.92
Unearned Premium Reserve S 8.203.818 10 I Cash in Office and Bank
Agenta* Balancaa
482 ,627.24
Loss and Lost Expense
interest
and
Renta
262 ,760.88
Reserve
1,000,744.66
All Other Assets
490 ,887 11
Tax Reserve
861,860.22
Groat A Meta
382.118 225.67
Other Liabilities
lSS^O.lS
De-i-jct
items
not
admitted
490,
833.12
Total Liabilities
8 9.7SSJ83.0<
Admitted
351.622.292 66
Contingency
LIABILITIES DEC. tl. 1950
Reserve
1950.000.00
Net Unpaid Losses
3 2.229. 900 00
Capital
1.000,000.00
Unearned Premiums
28,203, ,168.63
Surplus
4.202.675 01
<4S3.S7S.tfl
Ail
Other
Liabilities
tf.141. 706 23
Total
S1S.917.90S.07
Cash Capital
1.000. 000 00
Securities carried at 3306.084.00 in above
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
14,047,
,626.79
statement are deposited with public au
Total LUkUities Md Surplus 881.<22 392 88
thorise,
required by law.

m
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A National Speaker

NEW ENGLAND LOOKS UP

Virginia Morris Brings Mes
sage From Los Angeles
War Contracts Encourage Industrial Situation
To Rockland Teachers

—What Cement Company Expects
Industrial growth in the New
England area is graphically re
flected by recent reports from the
six States of Spring construction
far the housing of new businesses
as well as plans for the expansion
of estab'-ished companies.
And the flow of defense con
tracts let in New England multi
plies each week, with total em
ployment In the region increased
by 100.300 more than last year's
figures at this time. Over 70,003
more workers are now employed In
manufacturing than a year ago.
In a survey of business progress
throughout the region, the New
England Council's- March News
Letter discovered that the largest
employment gan: were in electri
cal machinery, particularly com
munications equipment. The larg
est publicly-announced
defense
contracts since the outbreak of the
Korean War were awarded to
the textile industry.
One company, the Curtiss-Wright
Corp , announces that it is prepared

to place sub-contracting orders of
$12-415 million per month in NewEngland for parts needed in its
defense production program, and to
that end has opened an office in
Boston.
In Maine the Lawrence Portland
Cement Co., Thomaston, estimates
SI 5 million for its expansion pro
gram this year, with production in
creased by about 50 percent Bates
Manufacturing Co., with plants at
Lewiston, Augusta, and Saco, in
1950 < Its 100th anniversary year*
produced the largest yardage vol
ume In its history.
The Seaboard Packing Co,, Rdbbmston. will replace its sardine
factory (which collapsed and fell
into the St. Croix River) with one
ot the moot modem fishery plants
on the ooast ... A half-million
dollar woodworking plant, replac
ing one destroyed by fire a little
more than a year ago, started pro
duction this month at Locke's
Mills. The new E. L. Tebbett Spool
Co. plant cost $525,000.

BARGAIN FOR THE “SPARKS”
trols at the George Simmons Gar
* Continued from Page One*
horse drawn apparatus and the age fire In Rockland in the "teens.”
forerunners of the present day There, she pumped for several
trucks. It Ls mounted on a wagon hours without trouble from a hy
frame and whceLs but its pump is drant at the junction ot Union
driven by a four cylinder gasoline and Park streets.
engine.
The last time she was used at
To look at the old truck, it ls a a fire was when the Maine State
1915 model, one might form the Prison was leveled In 1923. The
opinion that the manufacturer task was too much for her aging
had an idea and went ahead, re frame and she was retired from
gardless ot results. Seems that ne service In favor of a truck mount
must have had tive rugged frame ed unit bought Juat before that.
and wheels of the fast disappear The absolutely last time she
ing horse drawn equipment on worked was a time when Spring
hand and a brand new gas engine rains flooded town cellars and she
To carry out his idea, he must was pressed into use. Dr. Hodgkins
have merged the two and hooked hSU the dubious honor of having
on a three cylinder pls:on pump. his cellar pumped out by the rig
From that, Thomaston's first gas on what proved to be her last run
The truck was a formidable
driven fire engine was born.
Fire Chief Eddie Anderson re coBtrap'.ion and could really pump
calls the day the town awakened water. Her four cylinder, dual ig
to the need for fire apparatus ana nition, Continental engine drove e
voted funds for an engine in a spe triple cylinder piston pump which
had a five inch intake and fed two,
cial town meeting.
He recall that the horse drawn two and one half inch lines. An
and hand drawn equipment of 1915 derson estimates that in ker hey
was outfought by flames which day she could have put out from
leveled several buildings on June 700 to 1,000 gallons of water per
j minute.
6. 1915.
The Catland stable, Watts Block,
Eddie recalls that she was hauled
the town’s hotel, the Telegraph by a pair of horses which had a
Block and Martin Webber's store real tussle to move her on anyhouse went up In flames tha: day ' thing but a fairly hard road sur
with the firemen having little to face. The great weight, plus the
work with to subdue the flames. I disadvantage of narrow, steel shod
A few days later, forces headed wagon wheels, let her sink into the
by Dr. George L. Crocket: voted hubs in soft going.
some $1800 for a new fire engine
She was first named for Dr
and the unit was ordered from the Crockett who headed the then
Buckeye Manufacturing Company board of selectmen. When she arin Anderson. Indiana.
1 rived, she was lettered as the "G
About the same time, Rockport L. Cochet," perhaps by a wool
ordered its '.win which was deliv gathering sign painter in Indiana
ered in :he same year.
' This error was corrected and she
The heavy unit proved a head carried the doctor’s rtame until
ache from the start, according to he went out of office. Later, she
Eddie Anderson who served as as ! became the "Eureka”, the name
sistant engineer under Chief Fred j which now shows on her rust lnCopeland. The heavy engine and crusted engine hood.
pumping unit proved a terrific loa4
Putnam wants to sell her
for the wagon frame The frame Whether or not he will turn her
snapped and was brazed and re- over to the first bidder or hold out
brazed many a time after a fire.
for a museum piece price is not
However, it fought countless fires known. At any rate, she Is a part
and did good work too, just as of the local history and very del
long as the frame held together initely an oddity.
Its best work according to Eddie
At present she rests in a shed
came with Nllo Spear at the con- in back of the old town pbor farm
on Erin street where prospective
COMMERCIAL CASUALTY INSURANCB buyers may view her.
COMPANY
16 Park Pine,. Newark 1, New Jersey
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1950
THE HOME INSURANCB COMPANY
Mortgage leiana
8 6C5.239.87
New Ysrk. N. Y.
Stocks and Bond,
83.972.192.88
Cash in Office ond Bank
1.74(1.283.87
ASSETS DEC. 31 1050
8 6,208,686 k-.
Agents’ Balances
2,774.219-71
Real Estate
201,000,051.5'.
Bitla Receivable
33 946.46 | Stocks and Bonds
Interest and Renta
70.607.18
38.777.419.03
Cash io Office and Bank
All Other Assets
817,046.98
20.674.508.66
Agents’ Balances
196.767.79
Bills Receivable
Gross Assets
>39.973.538.35
724.638.6V
Interest and Renta
Deduct items not admitted
165,860.86
2.678.037.81)
All
Other
Assets
Admitted
839.907.677.49
1359.345.140.26
Gross Assets
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1950
1.187.570.64
Deduct items not admitted
Net Unpaid Loases
315.666,111.00
Unearned Premiums
10.376,714.69
»3»kl57.569.6'.'
Admitted
All Other Liabilities
4.183.632.29
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1950
Cash Capital
1,00(1.000 00
3 37.938.553.0'
Net Unpaid Losses
Surplus over all Liabilities
8.581.210.61
153.821,812.00
Unearned Premiums
Total Liabilities and Surplus 839.907.677.49
23.156.048. Of"
All Other Liabilities
20,000,000.00
Cash
Capital
Michael F. Brooks
Thomaston
Surplus over all Llabilitiea 123,241,156.64
J. Clarence Moody
Union
Total Liabilities A Surplus 3358,167.669.6’’
45-S-51

THI TRAVELERS INDEMNITY
COMPANT
Hartford, Connecticat
ASSETS DEC. SI. 1050
Stocks snd Bonds
S104.046.166.00
Cash In Office and Bank
7.718.488.44
Agents' Balancre
8,621,274.70
Interest and Rents
604.577.87
All Other Assets
>74.771.16
Admitted Assets
3121.164.266 66
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
Net Unpaid Losses
8 32.209.135.00
Unearned Premiums
48,774,549.88
AU Other Liabilities
14.004.736.91
Special Surplus Funfc
1.977.034.69
Cash Capital
8,000.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
27,198,810.28
Total Liabilitiee A Surplus <121.164.266.66

45-S-51

45-S-51

TENANT’S HARBOR
Tuesday night, the Tenant's Har
bor Baptist Church was the scene
of much laughter, fun and inspira
tion as young people from the Bap.
tist Churches in Warren and
Thomaston, Port Clyde and Ten
ant’s Harbor met for an evening

:
i
i
I

j

MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITY
INSURANCE COMPANY
632 Beacon St., Boston 15, Massachusetts
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1950
Real Estate
8 607.148.31
Stocks and Bonds
8,296,402.50
Cash in Office and Bank
615,526.13
Interest and Renta
44,976.92
All Other Assets
75,811.86
Gross Assets
<9.639.864.41
Deduct items not admitted _____ 75,811.55
Admitted
<9.464.052.88
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
Net Unpaid Losses
31.005,875,00
Unearned Premiums
3,819,421.30
All Other Liabilitisa
220.736.46
Cash Capital
750.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
2,768,020.10
Total Liabilities and Surplus 39,464,052.86

45-S-51

U. 8. Branch of the
ATLAS ASSURANCE CO.. LTD.
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1950
Stocks snd Ronds
810.440.967 69
Cash in Office and Bank
1,161.871 68
Agenta’ Balances
1,104.902.30
Interest and Rents
47.267.80
All Other Assets
379,197.72
Gross Assets
8l3.134.20tf.89
Deduct items not admitted
212,432 30
Admitted
812.921.774.89
LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1960
Net Unpaid Losses
8 1.355,129 00
Unearned Premiums
6.213,688.74
All Other Liabilities
845.921 44
Statutory Capital
600.000.00
8urplus over all Liabilities
4.007,040.41

Des Moines, laws
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1950
Real Estate
8 176,857.87
Stocks and Bonds
5.174.906,60
Cash in Office snd Bank
222,433.33
Aaenta’ Balances
474,188.18
Interest and Rents
S8J4S.VI
All Other Assets
__ 28.346.87
Admitted
86.099,878.72
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
Net Unpaid Losses
8 380.242.80
Unearned Premiums
3.341.939.85
All Other Liabilitisa
266,932.89
Cash Capital
None-Mutual
Surplus over all Liabilities____2.110,463.16
________

Total Liabilitie and Surplus 818,921,774.89

Total UaMUttss sad Surplus ’ 84.099,671.72

Total Liabilities and Surplus <4,631.810.87

INSURANCB COMPANY

Telephone 10-24

Services at the Methodist Church
Sunday will be conducted by Rev
A. I. Oliver, his subject, “Life's
Eternal Values". The Odd Fellows
and Rebekahs from Union and Appletcn lodges will attend these ser
vices. Sunday School following ser
vices.
Mrs. Mary Wallace visited her
daughter, Mrs. Laura Jame.-on. in
Waldoboro Thursday.
Alphonse Russell of Bridgton was
a recent caller a: the home of his
son, Capt. Robert Russell and fam
ily.
Mr and Mrs. Edwards Matthews
left Wednesday for Natick, Mass.,
called by the serious Illness of Mr
Matthews sister, Mrs. Theodate
Hills. While there ’.hey will stop
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Cla
rence Eldridge.
Mrs. Chalene Se.on (King) was
given a surprise stork shower at
Mis. Frances Ouyette’s home Mon
day night. Present were Joan
Knight, Grace Calderwood, Sylvia
Farris, Elaine Robbins, Geraldine
Tolman, Joan Lemar, Evelyn Guy
ette,
Rachel
Spear,
Marlene
Knight, Winola Miller, ca herine
Guyette, Sandra Morine and San
dra Richards.
The Auxiliary of Storer-CJlllnsHarding Legion holds their install
ation at their rooms Tuesday night,
May 1. District President Ariel
Leonard Installs. Refreshments in
charge of the following commit
tees: Betty Howard, Edith Payson
and Ariel Leonard; decorating com
mittee: Barbara Rich, Laura Kirk
patrick and Mildred Goff.
The Woman’s Community Club
held a short business meeting Tues.
day night at the Church vestry,
Marie Eutler, vice president, pie
siding. Charlotte Hawes, Martha
Fuller, Ethel Creighton were ap
pointed the nominating commit
tee to bring in a set of officers to
be elected at the meeting of May 8
The Friendly Circle of the M. E.
Church holds their last public din
ner Tuesday, May 1. Committee in
charge of dinner: Ethel Creigh
ton, Avis Nichols, Doris Robbins.
The Calendar Supper served at
M. E. Church vestry was very suc
cessful. Tables were filled, seating
160. The hostesses were congratu
lated on the decorations for their
respective months. The Church
auditorium was well filled in the
evening and enjoyed the solos by
Robert Laite of Camden, accom
panied by Esther Rollins at the
electric organ. Rev. F. S. Loungway
of Camden gave the subject Suc
cess of Marriage” a humorous
point as well as instructive. Rev.
A. I. Oliver and wife, general chair
men of the event wish to thank all
the people who served on any com
mittee in making this event so suc
cessful. A neat sum of over $130
will be used for expense of repairs
at the Parsonage.

PORT CLYDE

ALBANY INSURANCE COMPACT
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1950
Mortgage Loans
3 151,714.92
Stocks and Bonds
2,655.808.60
Cash in Office and Bank
824,263.30
Agents’ Balances
404.913.34
Interest and Renta
17.490.49
All Other Asseta
104,464.43
Groaa Asseta
34.658.654.98
Deduct items not admitted _____ 27,344.11
Admitted
84.631.310.87
LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1950
Net Unpaid Losses
3 220,652.00
Unearned Premiums
1.621.330.00
All Other Liabilities
151.092.48
Cash Capital
l.OOO.OOO.oo
Surplus over all Liabilities
1,738,236.39

MILL OWNERS MUTUAL FIRE

Correspondent

The Stoness Harfords Honored

45-S-51

CENTENNIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
New York 5, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1950
Stocks and Bonds
310.222,105.80
Cash in Office and Bank
1,948,770.80
Aarents' Balances
698,111.54
Bills Receivable
16,725.35
Interest and Renta
34,556.90
All Other Assets
253,615.64
Gross Assets
Sl8.173.S8tf.13
Deduct items not admitted
190,367.25
Admitted
~S12.983.61S.S8
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
Net Unpaid Losses
| 2,616,741.90
Unearned Premiums
3,862.112.88
All Other Lisbilities
2,062,419.01
Special Reserve
634.539.00
Cash Capital
1.500.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
2,507,706.69
Total Liabilities and Surplus 112,983,618.88

Mrs. F lorence Calderwood

The Ro-kland Teachers' Associa
tion met Wednesday night in the
High School auditorium with the
teachers of Knox County a-s special
guests.
Miss Mary Virginia Morris, presi
dent of the classroom teachers of
America, a part of NBA, and a
teacher of Los Angeles, brought a
message from the national organi
zation. She also spoke on the
ways and means public schools,
colleges, and universities can co
operate in the emergency. Educa
tion is our first line of defense and
boys and girls are our greatest re
sources. We do not want teach
ers and administrators' salaries and
building materials frozen as hap
pened during World War n Miss
Morris also asked for a united
front. The NBA can do many thing.-,
with all the teachers behind it.
Miss Morris urged teachers to be
participating members and support
their local. State and National or
ganizations She asked teachers to
have a good public relations pro
gram so that people will not take
their schools for granted. The in
roads of Communism are felt in
some States. "We should not be
apathetic."
She criticised Eric Johnson. Will
Hays’ successor, for not cleaning
up the movies. "We are misrep
resented in the films.”
Our friends know us only by
what they see in the movies and
what the Russians tell them. They
think that all Americans do is visit
bars, talk about money and carry
guns. She invited the teachers to
attend the National Convention in
San Francisco in July.
In closing she urged teachers to
work for educational advantages
for boys and gills because in so
doing they will improve the State
and nation. Arnold McKenney,
president of the Rockland Teach
ers’ Association presided at the
meeting and appointed the follow
ing committees: Banquet, Mrs.
Hart, Mr. Grant, Mrs. MacDouga!
and Mr. McKenney; Scholarship
committee. Mrs. Pitts, Mr. Merriam
and Mrs. Libby; Nominating commttee, Mr. Plummer, Miss Hughes,
Miss Thelma Russell and Mrs.
Spring.

A surprise bridal shower was ten
dered to Mr. and Mrs. Stoness Har
ford at the New Ocean House Fri
day night on their arrival there for
the week-end. Over 70 people were
lecluded and hushed into silence
as the newlyweds entered and
casually settled down for a quiet
evening. The doors opened from
all directions, people poured in
from aU corners, and the exclama
tions of surprise were worth the
long hush.
The couple received lovely gifts
of floor lamps, towels, pillow slips,
dishes, tablecloths, silver salt and
pepper shakers, coasters, candle
sticks and compote, crocheted table
mats and hand-hooked chair seats,
Chinese tea caddy and tea service.
Aaron Simmons completing the
gifts wth one of his beautiful water
colors in a hand-rubbed frame
from which Aaron swears he has
blistered hands.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Chadwick,
also newlyweds, joined in cutting
the bridal cake made by Mrs.
Seavey, the bride’s mother. Re
freshments of ice cream, cake and
punch were served by Margaret
Simmons, Phyllis Littlehale, Gwen
dolyn Chadwick and Judith Stone.
Those attending from out of town
were Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Webber,
Miss Janice Webber, W. Storer of
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Post of Concord, Mass.

APPLETON

UNION

i

"get-together.”
The first part of the evening was
spent in playing games of various
sorts, followed by a perid of devo
tions led by Miss Edith Bryant of
Livermore Falls, who spoke cf the
occasion when the prophet Elijah
cast his mantle on the young man
Elisha. While the message was
being given Miss Dorothy Bryant
who is a chalk artist, portrayed
the scene in a beautiful picture. A
hymn sing was enjoyed after which
the group gathered in the vestry
for refreshments.
Sunday morning at the Tenant's
Harbor Baptist Church the pastor
Rev. Earl B Hunt will speak on
the subject, “A Servant of Christ.”
At the evening meeting there will
be special music, gospel hymn
singing and a message from the
Word.
Tuesday evening the Junior Dis
ciples will meet at the church at
7 p. m. Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred
Hooper will be in charge of the
mid-week prayer service on Wed
nesday at 7 p. m.
TBK AMERICAN INSURANCE
COMPANY
II Wuhlnrton Str.«U Niwsrk 1,
New Jersey
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1950
Reel Eatate
I 2.780.041.21
Mortgage Loans
667,224.96
Stocks and Bonds
88.229,217.61
Cash in Office and Bank
11,134,831.64
Agents* Balances
tf,560,980.74
Bills Receivable
102,435.93
Interest and Rents
168,613.32
All Other Assets
3,287,343.09
Groaa Assets
3112*780.688.60
Deduct items not admitted
369,419.76
Admitted
3112.411.268.76
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
Net Unpaid Loases
3 16,553,146.88
Unearned Premiums
47,983,814.16
AU Other Liabilitiee
4,714,689.24
Cash Capital
6.000.000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
38,160,118.97
lotal Liabilities snd Surplus 8112.411.268.76

45-S-51
TRAVELERS FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
Hartford. Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1950
Stocks and Bonds
>56,728.637.00
Cash in Office and Bank
7,579,975.72
Agents* Balances
8,498,47*6.67
Interest and Renta
309,579.90
All Other Asseta
207,845.17
Admitted Asseta
>73,324.514.36
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1950
Net Unpaid Losses
| 6.374,993,00
Unearned Premiums
42,004,802.12
All Other Liabilities
7.827.236.51
Cash Capital
4,000.000.00
Special Surplus Funds
1.057.286.72
Surplus over all Liabilities
12,060,196.01
Total Liabilitiaa and Surplus 878,324,514.86
THE
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Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Pitman were their grand
son, Jon Perley Pitman who spent
a week with them; Jack Taylor,
Northboro, Mass., who is teaching
in the Public school at Stonington,
also his mother, Mrs. Ray Taylor
of Northboro, Mass. Callers last
week incuuded Mrs. Johnson Pit- ,
man and daughter, Sharyn, and
Mrs. Cora Dolan of North Vassalboro.
Miss June Willis of Rockland
visi'.ed last week with her grand
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John
Chaples.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Burke
and five children of East Wey
mouth, Mass. spent the week-end
at the "Oak’s Mansion,” which
they recently purchased. Mr. and
Mrs. John Chaples and son David
were supper guests of the Burke6
Saturday.
Mrs. Mae Macintosh and Mrs.
Merton Wadsworth are spending
the week in Medford and Somer
ville, Mass., where they will visit
relatives and friends.
Joanie and Linda Macintosh,
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. William
Macintosh, were given a joint
birthday party Saturday at the
home of their grandmother, Mrs. ’
Mae Macintosh.
There were 20
children present. Each child re
ceived a May basket filled with
candy. Birthday cake, ice cream,
and cookies were served.
Mrs. Fred Pease, who has bees
a patient at the home of Mrs.
Marguerite HilLs, Union, has re
turned home.
Ellis Simpson of Criehaven and
Appleton is ill at his home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Herrick
and daughter Linda of Allston,
Mass., spent the week-end with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. O.
Keating, leaving Sunday morning
for Albuquerque, N. M., where Mr.
Herrick has employment.
Appleton Lodge of Odd Fellows
observed Guest Officers Night Fri
day night. Sixty-five sat down to
a clam chowder supper.
Guests
were present from Coopers Mills,
Rockland, Waldoboro, Round Pond, |
Warren, Union, Camden, Tenant’s,
Harbor, and Massachusetts.
Miss Grace Gushee of Rockland
was guest last Wednesday of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Gushee.
The Seniors of Appleton High
School with their principal Ern
est Ratten, enjoyed a trip last
week, to New York, returning home
Sunday.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS
PREMIER (HOWARD 17)
S2.00 per hundred
$18.00 per thousand
State Inspected.

FRED F DEARBORN
UNION, MAINE

60*52

WE WILL BUY

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
•1-81 KANKIN
BOOKLOD
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NORTH RIVER INSURANCB
COMPANY
110 William Street. Naw York 88.
NeW York
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1950
Real Estate
8
1,000.00
Mortgage Loans
21,720.00
Stocks and Bonds
40,862.885.22
Cash in Office and Bank
4,954.824.88
Agents' Balances
2.854.427.10
Bills Receivable
236,124.82
Interest and Renta
76.729.04
All Other Assets
427,188.97
349.48i.897.9l
Admitted Assets
LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1950
Net Unpaid Losses
3 6,577,007.00
Unearned Premiums
17,729,979.88
All Other Liabilities
2,337.060.64
Cash Capital
2.000,000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities
21,789,860.89
Total Liabilities and Surplus 849,433,897.91
On the basis of December 81, 1950 Mar
ket Quotations for all bonds and stocks
owned, the Total Admitted Ass^a would
be increased to 849.757,076.19 and the Sur
plus to Policyholders would be increased
to 324.113.027.87.
THE
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FIREMEN'S INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEWARK. NEW JERSEY
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1960
Real Estate
3 3,818,482.94
Mortgage Ix>an
1.086.734.74
Stocks and Bonds
84.307.601.91
Cush in Office and Bank
6.252.708.11
Agents’ Balances
3.544,688.6(
Bills Receivable
189.605.61
Interest and Renta
80,762.11
All Other Asseta
6.849.062.22
Gross Assets
8104.628.448.2;
Deduct items not admitted
1,289.081.8:
Admitted
8103.330.366.4<
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1050
Net Unpaid Losses
| 10.766.038.01
Unearned Premiums
41,182,161.01
All Other Liabilities
7.148*573 9
Cash Capital
12.626.000.0
Surplus over all Liabilitiaa
>1,618,693.2.
Total Liabilities
and Surplus
<103,339.866.44
Michael F. Brooks
Thomastoi
J. Clarence Moody
Unioi

45-8-51
ATLANTIC

MUTUAL IN9URANC
COMPANY
N.w York. N.w Y.,k
ASSETS DEC. 81, I960
Rq.l B.Ut,
» 8.680.01;
BtockB and Bonds
29,348,631
Cash in Office and Bank
4*599*501

Bills Receivable

g 83’

All Other Asseta
^r°‘.*
.
Deduct items not admitted
Admitted

1,483,311
(40.580.081
217,401
340.372 62C

Net Unpaid Loesea
Unearned Premiums
All Other Liabilities
Reserve for Fluctuation of
Security Value.
Voluntary Reserve
Guaranty Fund
8urplua ovar all Liabilities

> 8.871.821
«
ajg
tf.*678*28C
1.977.00t
4.699,094
8*000*004
7*000*004

Total LUbiUttas and Surplus |40>S7SvSSi

